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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
Season's Greetings to all. 

I hope the brief break between Thanksgiving and Christmas gave 
everyone the chance to put the final polish on that special gem for 
that very special person. And speaking of special gems, I hope 
everyone has taken a close look at the single stone competition 
designs and, more important, has started cutting one of them. It's 
never too early to dop up a chunk of rough and at least cut a prac
tice stone. The Novice and Premaster designs are both to be cut 
out of quartz, so the rough shouldn't be a problem for anyone. 
The Masters design is to be cut out of the most commonly avail
able types of beryl. If you're thinking of entering in this division 
and you don't have a piece ofnice clean beryl, then it's time to 
start "prospecting". The designs were published in the September 
2002 U.S.F.G. Newsletter and are on the web site. 

http://www.usfacetersguild.om/ 

JC.ar.'W:,"'"" 
President, USFG § 

CORRECTION 

TO FIG. 6 IN "GEMSTONES AND LIGHT-2" 

ON PAGE 4 OF THIS NEWSLETTER 

Figure 6. Ideal Light Path in last month's article, "Gemstones and 
Light -2," on page 6 showed the critical angle incorrectly. The 
corrected figure is shown below: § 

Figure 6. Ideal Light Path 
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SOURCES OF THIS 
NEWSLETTER'S INFORMATION 

The USFG is continously involved in such newsletter 
(and information) exchanges which currently include 
tbe following newsletters and their respective publish
ing guilds: 

ANGLES---Faceters Guild of Southern California 

FACETERS' STONECHAT---UK Faceter Cutters 
Guild 

F ACETS---Columbia-Willamette Faceter's Guild 

FACET TALK---Australian Faceters' Guild 

MEET POINTS---Vancouver Island Faceters' Guild 

THE CRYSTAL AND GEM NEWS---North Puget 
Sound Faceting Guild 

THE NEW MEXICO FACETER---New Mexico 
Faceters Guild 

NEWSLETTER---The North York Faceters Guild 

NEWSLETTER---Texas Faceters' Guild 

OFF-THE-DOP---Intermountain Faceters Guild 

THE TRANSFER BLOCK---The Faceters Guild Of 
Northern California. § 
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ABOUT THE "U/W" IN THE USFG 
NEWSLETTER'S STONE DIAGRAMS 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Many stone diagrams/or this newsletter are 
!printed with GemPrint. The Gem Print software converts one of 
�he stone dimensions into a "UIU'" expression. Robert Strick
and, developer of the GemPrint software, provides an explana

"ion of the term.§ 

T/W and U/W will not necessarily be measured point-to-point or 
flat-to-flat on all designs. The most precise definition I can think 
ofat the moment is: On the top (plane) view of the stone drawing, 
draw the smallest possible rectangle with sides parallel to the 
edges of the paper that contain all of the table. This rectangle will 
touch at least four points on the table and might lie on top of one 
or more edges of the table outline. The length of the long side of 
this rectangle will be T, and the length of the short side of the 
table will be U. If the stone has a diamond-shaped table, both T 
and U will be measured point-to-point. If a round brilliant is 
drawn so that four edges of the table are parallel to the edges of 
the paper, both T and U will be the same, and both will be mea
sured flat-to-flat. In any event, GemPrint will draw dimension 
lines on the drawing in the margins of the top view that clearly 
indicate T and U. § 

DUES AND NEWSLETTER POLICY 
New membership cards are being sent to each member each time 
they renew their membership. 

POST YOUR MEMBERSHIP CARD IN A CONSPICUOUS 
PLACE IN ORDER TO BE TIMELY REMINDED OF YOUR 

MEMBERSHIP EXPIRATION DATE. 

When you receive an issue, if your membership will expire before 
the next issue, the address label on the mailing envelope will dis
play 

DUES DUE. 

All members who receive a 

DUES DUE 

issue will receive one more complimentary issue. The name line 
on the address label on the mailing envelope that issue will display 

FINAL REMINDER. 

For members who elect not to renew their membership, the 

FINAL REMINDER 

issue will be the FINAL ISSUE mailed. For members who renew 
their membership, the 

FINAL REMINDER 

issue will be the first issue for their renewed membership year. § 

USFG WEBPAGE URL 

http://www.usfacetersguild.org 
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GEMSTONES AND LIGHT -2 

By Clare Gagnon 

Knowing that light can be captured and returned to the eye from a 
faceted gemstone and understanding that this returned light is giv-
ing the stone its brilliant appearance, we can find ways to further 
enhance the return of light. In the standard brilliant it was seen 
that most of the light entering the table returned to the eye, but the 
light entering the crown perimeter angles mostly passed out of the 
stone sideways. 

So what can be done to capture more of the light to improve an 
already brilliant stone? The following are some of the tools avail
able for use by the faceter: 

I) Unstack the mains. 
2) Use non-opposing facets. 
3) Use more and smaller facets (strategically). 
4) Change the crown angles. 
5) Use an apex crown. 
6) Orient color zoning. 
7) Select material with a high refractive index. 
8) Use material with a high divergence angle of double 

refraction. 
9) Take advantage of dispersion. 
10) Use special equipment to create different facet types, such as 

concave facets. 

Before we start discussion of these tools, there is added informa
tion we need regarding the visible portion of the bundle of energy 
from the sun (light). Looking at a single ray ( obviously not possi
ble), it manifests itself by traveling in waves much as on the sur
face of water from a disturbance. We know that different colors 
of the visible light spectrum are at different wave lengths. Red 
light is the longest at about J /30,000 of an inch and blue is the 
shortest at about 1/60,000 of an inch. We have all seen the 
breakup of white light into the component colors by a prism or by 

While•.-===;r 

Figure 1. Prism 

moisture in the air creating a lovely rainbow. See Fig. I. 
Some other members of the energy bundle from the sun ( electric 
magnetic waves) are gamma rays, x-rays, ultra violet light rays, 
short radio waves and radio waves. The length of these waves, not 
normally visible, vary from less than a million-millionth of a meter 
to several miles. Some of the waves can pass through the earth 
without interruption and others like radio waves can be blocked by 
a hill or building. Also man has reproduced some of them sepa
rately such as x-rays, radio waves, etc. for beneficial uses. 
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Another important concept regarding light entering our transparent 
material is that most materials are doubly refractive, so when the 
ray of light enters the stone it splits and becomes two separate 
rays. See Fig. 2. 

Figure 2. Double Refraction 

When we look at a chart showing the refractive index it will list 
two angles for those stones that are doubly refractive. In many 
such materials the angles diverge so small that there is little effect 
from the divergence. Those with higher divergence may give us 
one of our tools to greater brilliance. Some faceting materials 
with large divergence are benitoite, beryl, datolite, feldspars, peri
dot, tourmaline and zircon. 

So we have reflected light, refracted light and doubly refracted 
light. There is another important phenomenon of our material 
which we want to know about, dispersion, where the crystal di
vides white light into its color components as the prism shown in 
Fig. I. 

Diamond exhibits the classic example of light dispersion. Al
though it is not doubly refractive it displays flashes of color as th 
white light ray is broken into color components that travel differ
ent paths and return to the eye. It gives a perfectly clear diamond 
the appearance of being made up of several colors. Other materi
als with large dispersion angles are zircon, the garnet family, tan
zanite, benitoite and spine!. 

We talked about light being reflected within the stone and return
ing to the eye, and about the need to work within the critical angle. 
We saw that as light entered a gemstone it was bent toward the 
vertical. The reverse is true when light emerges from the gem
stone it is bent away from the vertical (from denser material to less 
dense). See Fig. 3. 

Air 
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sin A sin9 = R.I. 

Figure 3. R. l. 

So when the light ray inside approaches the surface of the stone 
and emerges, it is bent downward toward the stone's surface. 
When the angle of the light ray is such that the emerging ray over
lays the plane of the surface it cannot exit and will stay in the 
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stone. See Fig. 4. 

Figure 4. R.I. At Slone Surface 

When the light angle approaching the stone surface is less than the 
ray where it did overlay the surface it will reflect into the stone. 
The angle where the light is reflected into the stone rather than 
refracting out is the critical angle for the material. See Fig. 5. It is 
dependent upon the refractive index of and varies with the mate
rial. 

Air 

Figure 5. Critical Angle 

So it can be seen, to keep light in the stone it must be guided to 
surfaces at an angle greater than the critical angle and for it to es
cape out of the top of the stone it must be at an angle less than the 
critical angle. In other words light will be retained in the stone 
when it reflects from interior faces, and will emerge when it can 

refract through the surfaces. The importance of the critical angle 
becomes obvious; we want to reflect the light within the pavilion 
(above the critical angle), but it must refract from the crown 
(below the critical angle) to return to the eye. The better we ac
complish this, the more brilliant our gemstone will be. See Fig. 6. 

CA 
CA ..... . .; 

/_ �.t 

Figure 6. Ideal Light Path 
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There are other features of light and gems to explore, but we will 
not delve into them. For our purpose the most important concepts 
have been discussed. In the next article we will examine the tools 
mentioned and see how they can be used to enhance our faceted 
gemstones. Some of the other features of light may be mentioned 
in passing as we discuss the tools. 

The bulk diffusion process substitutes beryllium or other light ele
ments for aluminum in the sapphire lattice (Al02) to create a 
trapped-hole color center, the source of the new yellow color. 
Adding yellow to the top layer of a pink sapphire results in a pad
paradscha color. Adding yellow to a colorless sapphire creates a 
brighter, more saturated color than that seen in a yellow sapphire 
naturally colored by traces of iron impurities. Research scientists 
note that color centers maybe even more complex, possibly work
ing in defect clusters. 

(From The Nr,w Mexico Face/or Vol 22, No 4, July/August, 2002, 
via. ANGLES, September 2002) § 

FACETING TECHNIQUES FOR FRIABLE, STRESSED, AND 
HEAT-SENSITIVE STONES 

By Thomas C. Smith 

EDITOR'S NOTE: This article was composed some years ago 
and so,ne features n1ay be outdated b;1 more recent interpretat
tions.for example the Bielby information. Nevertheless, other 
aspects should be applicable to current faceting knowledge. 

This article is based on research the author has done into faceting 
stones that presented difficulties in the polishing stage due to 
physical properties of the material, either innate or imparted to it 
after formation. Examples of such innate properties are: high co
efficient of thermal expansion, weak intermolecular bonding, large 
inclusions, destabilizing dopants introduced in the formation pro
cess. Examples of such imparted properties are: heat treatment 
done to change color (not for annealing), radiation treatment, im
pact blows, mechanical grinding and polishing. 

The techniques presented in this article have been found valid for 
a large variety o f  refractory materials. 

INTRODUCTION 

This writer does not find the crystalline-amorphous dichotomy 
useful in this discussion of surface finishing. I would like to intro
duce new definitions which I believe are more applicable to this 
subject. 

Ordered solid--- a material where atoms are arranged in stable 
structures in relation to each other: tetrahedral and/or octahe
dral, every two or three layers or combination thereof, repeating 
this strata pattern through the solid. 

A disordered solid--- is then any solid not conforming to the above 
definition. Examples would be polycrystalline materials like pro
cessed metals, ceramics, cryptocrystalline materials ( even though 
such materials are composed ofordered solids), plastics (even 
though there can be zones of order within a plastic), rubber, wood 
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and the surface of any mechanically polished material. 

The ordered solid can be separated into two subclasses: 

I. Crystalline, where due to particular electromagnetic bon�ing 
arrangement ot atoms within the solid, the aggregate matenal can 
take on an outward geometric form and possess directional physi
cal properties over the aggregate. 

II. Non-crystalline, where single molecular units are solidified in 
an ordered arrangement without the more patterned interatomic 
bonding that exists in a crystal. 

A non-crystalline ordered solid cannot be generated indefinitely 
because crystallization or disorder enters into the structure. These 
solids exist as laboratory made thin fihns. In faceting we deal 
mainly with crystalline ordered solids, and as the reader will see, it 
is desirable to maintain the innate order of the solid as much as 
possible. 

In disordered solids, such as jade, opal, or glasses, it is still desir
able for the faceter to minimize further disordering of these mate
rials. 

RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

The author read several books and research journals in the areas 
of solid state physics and surface finishing to find information that 
could lead to solutions to both common and uncommon polishing 
problems. Uniformly, the gist of this Twentieth Century literature 
states: 

I .  That abrasion and plastic flow exist in all grinding, polishing, 
fracturing, milling procedures, etc. 

2. That material weakening results from these mechanical form
ing operations. 

3. That photomicrographic evidence is obtainable showing the 
extent of this weakening. 

4. That there are procedures to reverse this weakening. 

Hence, I believe that any further discussion, questioning or argu
ing the fact of surface flow, plastic flow, cold flow. or lamina flow 
is pointless. This phenomena has long been proven to exist beyond 
doubt in the field of solid state physics. 

THEORY ON GRINDING 

Grinding any material will weaken it, in some cases up to 50�1o. 
Subsurface damage is created that sets up stresses through the 
\Vhole solid. In the case where diamond is used as the abrasive, on 
certain materials heat build-up is minimized so the extent of dam
age is less than one third the grit size into the surface. Where 
other abrasives are used, say aluminum oxide, damage can extend 
more than one half the grit size into the stone. 

Here are features of a finished surface which are important to the 
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faceter: 

I. Resulting from abrasion: 

J .  Surface roughness--caused by fracture approximately parallel 
to the facet surface. (This alone would be an ideal ground sur
face.) 

2. Surface cracking-caused by fracture approximately perpen
dicular to the facet surface. 

3. Pores---caused by rupture and pull-out of isolated sections of 
the facet surface. 

II. Resulting from plastic flow: 

J .  Surface dislocations--a deformation of surface material struc
ture caused by stresses exerted on the facet from the lap. 

2. Surface burnishing--caused by transference of kinetic energy 
from the lap to material surface, thus flowing it. 

3. Pore pop-out-caused by relief of internal tensile stresses and 
subsurface dislocations. 

Before polishing, the band of subsurface damage should be re
duced to eliminate scratching and speed the polishing rate. 
The deeper and more disordered this band is, the softer the polish
ing lap must be to not disturb the disordered band any further. 
More disturbance during polishing where plastic flow is great 
will result in pore pop-out. Pore pop-out is most probable at face. 
ribs and junctions because these areas were disturbed the most 
from angular grinding overlap. The result is a scratch running 
across the facet or a pore on the facet rib or meet. 

Generally, the ease of plastic deformation increases with decreas
ing hardness of material. So, softer stones are more subject to 
pore pop-out. 

Another cause of scratching during polishing that is a result of 
plastic flow occurs between the highly vitrified, polished facet 
surface and a glazed lap. These particular two disordered sur
faces have great mutual affinity resulting in interlock and particle 
pull out. Regrinding the lap surface or treatment with an acid re
moves this glaze and temporarily solves the problem. 

Note: 011e must !,ave tl,e proper k11ow-l,ow a11d observe all t!,e 
neces.,ary safety precautio11s to treat a lap wit!, acid. Proceed at 
your own risk. 

THEORY ON DOPPING 

Using direct heat in the dopping procedure on stressed or heat sen
sitive stones can increase internal stresses or relieve them by frac� 
ture. There are three forces that are most important in dopping: 

I .  van der Waals forces--a short distance affinity between parti 
cles caused by fluctuating dipoles. This is an electromagnetic 
attraction which is dependant on surface geometry. It is evi-
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dent in the agglomeration of very small particles. Surface 
roughness lessens van der Waals attraction. 

2. Liquid bridge forces---an affinity between solids caused by a 
fluid mass connecting them. Surface roughness slightly lessens 
liquid bridge attraction. 

3. Solid bridge forces--an affinity between solids caused by a 
solid mass connecting them. Roughness increases solid bridge 
attraction. 

Liquid bridge forces are most important during the dopping proce
dure. Solid bridge forces are most important after the <lopping 
cement has solidified. These bonding forces can be enhanced by 
increasing van der Waals attraction. A smooth planar surface has 
very high potential for van der Waals attraction. So, addition of 
such particles (talc) to a dopping cement should reinforce it in 
both liquid and solid states. Use of these particles in a cold 
dopping glue would increase viscosity and depending on the cur
ing mechanism, increase curing rate. A cold dop is preferred on 
stressed and heat sensitive stones. 

THEORY ON POLISHING 

In the late 17th Century Sir Isaac Newton published his work in 
optical research entitled Optic ks. Newton's statement of what de
fined a polish later became known as the fine-scratch theory of 
polishing. His work has truth and merit; however he did not have 
access to the sophisticated analytical technology that was to be 
developed in the late 19th and 20th Centuries. In the early 20th 
Century, Sir George Beilby published his research into polishing 
called Aggregation and Flow of Solids. Therein he described the 
phenomena of plastic surface flow of solids. 

Today it is known that there is a limit to the size of which a parti
cle can be fractured, hence size of scratch, that varies with the 
type of material. Generally, harder materials can be fractured 
much smaller than softer ones due to the higher thresholds of plas
tic flow. 

Material removal and furrowing can still occur by plastic flow but 
this is a flowing or skimming off action, not proper scratching 
which is a continuous, directional fracturing. 

The smallest friable particle size of quartz is about I micron. With 
corundum it is Jess than one tenth of a micron. Hence, there is 
great validity in polishing very hard gem materials with the finest 
possible diamond powder. This also explains why softer gem ma
terials can readily be polished by plastic flow using a polishing 
powder softer than the material being polished, and usually having 
a significantly higher melting point so as not to be more fluid than 
the surface being polished. 

APPLICATION OF THEORIES 

The stone. whether heat sensitive, stressed, or friable should be 
roughed, if necessary. with a lap no coarser than 600 U.S. mesh 
diamond. Large facets should be cut in with 1200 or 3000 U.S. 
mesh (8-12 micron and 4-8 micron respectively) with preference 
for the finer diamond grit. 
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This lapping removes subsurface damage from the 600 mesh lap 
and shapes the stone. It does create a shallower subsurface dam
age of its own which should be removed by pre-polishing with an 
8,000 U.S. mesh (2-4 Micron) diamond lap. This lapping re
moves the previous damage and creates very shallow subsurface 
damage which can be removed in the polishing stage. The small 
facets can be cut in with this lap. I recommend a metal-bonded 
lap or 2-4 micron on ceramic. (It is conceivable that there may be 
materials that would require an even finer prepolish, such as 1-2 
micron but this author has not yet encountered any.) Polishing 
with 0-lA micron or 0-1/5 micron diamond, preferably polycrys
talline diamond, can then be done on a ceramic lap. 

This procedure restrengthens the material from the grinding stage, 
not as strong as the virgin material however. A great variety of 
materials can be polished without scratching problems. Other 
laps, metal or plastic, can be used for polishing after this proce
dure, but ceramic should function well now even with moderately 
soft materials. Stones that have been damaged by an abrupt im
pact exhibit stresses about the damaged area. This area of frac
tures and dislocations should be removed with a fme lap, e.g. 3000 
mesh or finer, before refaceting and polishing. If this is not done 
pore pop-out will occur during polishing if a hard lap is used. 

SUMMARY 

Preserving subsurface molecular order as much as possible facili
tates a quick, scratch-free polish and higher strength for the mate
rial being polished. Disordered materials, either innately so or 
imparted, are more susceptible to polishing problems because flat, 
high quality polishing commands a fairly well ordered subsurface. 
This is particularly true with harder disordered materials which are 
less prone to plastic flow. Using an added powder which in
creases van der Waals attraction and viscosity of a quick drying 
glue lends itself well to use as a cold dopping combination. § 

FACETING 
PLATONIC SOLIDS 

By Stanley C Miller 

The Platonic solids are polyhedra that have 
faces, each of which is the same regular poly
gon. The five possible ones are shown in Fig. 
I .  The equilateral triangle is the polygon that 
provides the faces of the tetrahedron (four 
facets), the octahedron ( eight facets) and the 
icosahedron (twenty facets). The faces of the 
cube (six facets) are squares, and the faces of 
the dodecahedron (twelve facets) are regular 
pentagons. While these shapes don't show the 
brilliance of gems, they do produce interesting 
plismatic gems that can be used as pendants or 
beads. 

These forms occur several places in nature. 
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The tetrahedron, cube, and octahedron do not occur in crystals 
since they have five-fold symmetry axes and one can show that 
crystals can have at most 2, 3, 4 ,  or 6-fold symmetry axes. How
ever, in cubic crystals there are planes ofatoms that are at angles 
relative to each other which are almost the angles in the regular 
dodecahedron. This leads to a form of pyrite crystal that looks 
very much like the regular dodecahedron. These forms also occur 
in simple organisms. The one-celled radiolaria that live in the sea 
are sometitites found in the form of the octahedron, the icosahe
dron or the dodecahedron. Also some viruses have these shapes. 

fNSTRUCTIONS 

Index settings will all be for a I 20 index gear. 

TETRAHEDRON 

The tetrahedron may be thought of as a three facet pavilion with 
the fourth face as the table and only facet of the crown. 

1 .  Cut 3 facets at 70. 5 °. Index 120-40-80. 
2. Transfer and cut a facet at 0°. 

The distance from the center of an equilateral triangle to a side is 
one-half the distance from center to a vertex. Therefore the dop 
must be less than half the general radius of the rough. Also the 
angles between planes in the tetrahedron are small; so to avoid 
chipping of edges, you should not apply heavy pressure. 

CUBE 

The method of cutting the cube is fairly obvious. 

I .  Cut 4 girdle facets at 90° . Index 120- 30-60-90. 
2. Cut a table at 0° . 
3. Transfer and cut a facet at 0°, such that the girdle facets are 

squares. 

OCTAHEDRON 

I. Square the girdle at 90° ; Index 1 5-4 5- 7 5- 1 0 5. 
2. Cut 4 facets at 5 4 . 7° ; Index 1 5-4 5- 7 5- 1 0 5. 
3. Transfer and make the same 54 . 7° facets at the same index 

settings. 

Fig. 2. Diagram for cutting the dodeca· 
hedron. 

B 
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DODECAHEDRON 

The dodecahedron appears as in the diagram (Fig. 2) when ob
served perpendicular to one of its faces. The outer rim is a regular 
decagon. 

I .  Cut 10 girdle facets at 90° ; Index 6-1 8- 30-42- 54-66- 78-90-
102-114.  

2.  Cut 5 facets (B) at 6 3.4 ° ; Index 120-24 -48- 72-96. 
3 .  Cut I facet at O O, grinding until these last six facets are regu

lar pentagons of the same size. 
4 .  Transfer and cut 5 facets (B) at 6 3.4 ° ; Index 1 2- 36-60-84-

108, progressing until the girdle facets just disappear. 
5. Cut I facet (T} at O O, grinding until all facets are regular pen

tagons. 

ICOSAHEDRON 

The icosahedron appears as in the diagram (Fig. 3) when viewed 
directly down on a vertex. The outer rim is a regular decagon. 

I. Cut IO girdle facets at 90° ; Index 6-18- 30-42- 5 4 -66- 78-90-
J 02-1 1 4 .  

2. Cut 5 facets (B) at 7 9.2° ; Index 12- 36-60-84 - 1 08. 
3.Cut 5 facets (C) at 3 7.4 ° ; Index 12- 36-60-84-108. 

4 .  Transfer and cut 5 facets (B} at 7 9.2° ; Index 120-24 -48- 72-
96, proceeding until the girdle disappears. 

5. Cut 5 facets (C) at 3 7.4 ° ; Index 120-24 -48- 72-96. 

Other interesting shapes may be made by combining cuts. For 
instance, once the cube is faceted on one side, cuts may be made 
at the 54 . 7° angle of the octahedron at the given index settings. 
This will level the comers of the cube. By cutting to one depth, 
you get a form with 6 octagonal and 8 equilateral triangle facets. 
A greater depth of cut converts the octagons to squares. Still a 
greater depth of cut leads to 6 squares and 8 hexagons. Likewise, 
once the dodecahedron is faceted on one side, cuts may be made 
with the 7 9.2° and 3 7.4 ° of the icosahedron for the given index 
settings at the comers of the dodecahedron. One cut depth leads 
to 20 triangles and 12 decagons. A greater depth converts the 
decagons to pentagons. Still a greater cut depth gives 20 
hexagons and 1 2  pentagons. § 
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DYING AND HEAT TREATING QUARTZ the powdered aniline dye as a pint of wood alcohol will hold in 

AND OTHER STONES solution. 

By Erec Graves 

WARNING! DANGER! 
Many of tlze professional methods of dyeing and 
/teat-treating gemstones described in tlzis article in
volve tlze use of toxic and dangerous chemicals and 
Jziglt /zeal. TIiey should not be attempted unless you 
are familiar witlz tlze use of dangerous clzemicals. 
Use only tlze proper vessels, strong enouglz to witlz
stand botlz mechanical and c/zemical stresses. If you 
are not equipped witlz experience and facilities to 
handle toxic and fuming clzemicals, do not try those 
methods, stick to tlte alcolzol-aniline dye methods 
wlziclt are relatively safe unless solutions are taken 
internally. 

The techniques for dyeing and heat treating gem materials are not 
beyond the ability of amateurs. One problem, however, is that 
there is little infonnation available, and this discourages investiga
tion from the start. 

In the United States, most dyeing is done with alcohol soluble ani
hue dyes. They are sold with such trade names as Azosol, 
Alizarine, Chrysoidine, and Rhodamine B. The dyes can be pur
chased without difficulty from suppliers most easily found by 
looking in the "Yellow Pages." 

Commercial stone dyers necessarily work with large quantities. A 
California company dyes tumbled stones in one hundred pound 
lots, using 25 gallon metal drums as containers. The gem material 
is left immersed in the dye solution from a minimum of one day to 
a maximum of six days. 

At home, using the same materials and methods, stones van be 
dyed with little effort in jars or coffee cans. 

It is agates that usually profit most from dyeing. Very often, cut
ters or tumblers are left with an oversupply of dull, uninteresting 
agate specimens. Dyeing these can cause a complete transfonna
tion, bringing out the banding and accenting detail. White lace 
agates are excellent for dyeing. 

Let's say that, for a start, one pound of lace agate is to be dyed. 
The color is not important. Along with the agate. these materials 
will be needed: wood alcohol, aniline dyes, coffee cans or large 
jars, and bottles to use for storing dye solutions for later use. This 
is one possible procedure: 

l .  Tumble the agates. The stones must be tumbled before dyeing 
as the dye does not usually penetrate more than a small fraction 
of an inch. If cabochons are to be cut, either finish the cabo
chons completely or cut the agate into thin slabs. 

2. Make concentrated solutions of the dye. Dissolve as much of 
9 

3. Place the agate in a coffee can or jar and add enough dye solu
tion to cover the stones. Keep the container covered to de
crease evaporation. The time that the stones should be allowed 
to soak in the dye solution is extremely variable, and can range 
anywhere from a single day to several weeks. A spot inspec
tion once every day is the best way to determine when the 
stones have taken up enough color. 

4. Once the stones are dyed, take them out and wash them in 
soapy water or detergent. It should be noted that many deter
gents contain bleaching agents, so prolonged immersion is to 
be avoided. 

The remaining dye solution is still usable because only a minute 
quantity of the dye has been taken up. Add more dye and place 
the solution in a tightly closed jar for later work. 

GERMAN METHODS 

At Idar-Oberstein in Germany, stone cutting and dyeing has been 
an established business for generations. Aniline dyes are not used, 
and in their place are a large number of colored inorganic salts. 
The ldar-Oberstein workers make use of dyeing techniques devel
oped by their ancestors which have been only slightly altered by 
modem methods. 

Most of the semi-precious material processed comes from outside 
of Germany: from the United States, Madagascar, Africa, and 
Brazil. Before dyeing, the material is cut into finished cabochons 
or into thin slabs. The dyeing is carried out in acid-proof contain
ers with a capacity of several pounds. Depending on a number of 
factors, the time that the slabs or cabochons are allowed to soak in 
the dye solution ranges from a week or ten days to as long as six 
weeks. 

The inorganic salt techniques are more difficult than those meth
ods involving aniline dyes. Though the color of the dyed agate in 
some cases might seem too vivid to be natural, it will be a definite 
improvement over a drab, unattractive agate. Here is an example 
of this method which can produce excellent results. 

YELLOW 

Mercuric chloride and potassium iodide are both water soluble, 
but when solutions of these two salts are mixed, mercuric iodide 
precipitates. The product of this reaction is insoluble and is col
ored a bright yellow. 

Dyeing an agate yellow with this technique requires two steps. 
First the stone should be allowed to soak in a concentrated solu
tion of either of the two chemicals; for illustration, potassium io
dide. After two or three weeks it can be assumed that some of the 
dissolved chemical has permeated the agate. The agate should 
then be removed from the original solution, and placed in a solu
tion of the other chemical, mercuric chloride. Over a long period, 
a reaction will take place within the stone precipitating yellow 
mercuric iodide. 
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Depending on the perviousness of the agate's bands, parts of the 
agate will remain uncolored while others will be dyed yellow in 
differing degrees. 

BLUE 

The banding in agates can be brought out well by prolonged soak
ing in potassium ferrocyanide solution, followed by treatment with 
ferric sulfate. The result is a wide range of blues. 

RED 

A variety of red colors can be produced by allowing an agate to 
soak in ferrous nitrate and then carefully heating. The degree of 
heat necessary is determined by trial and error. 

BROWN AND BLACK 

A method first used at Idar-Oberstein in 1819, and still in use to
day, involves soaking in sugar solution followed by treatment with 
hot sulfuric acid. The end result is that the more dense areas of an 
agate will remain unchanged or possibly will be colored a light 
gray. The less dense areas of the agate, which take up more sugar, 
will be colored more deeply in a range from pleasing browns to jet 
black. The coloring is brought about when sulfuric acid chars the 
sugar taken up by the agate. This method is useful with light
colored agate or with agate specimens containing large colorless 
areas. 

This technique is used to manufacture the widely sold "black 
onyx," or "striped black onyx." Carefully selected material can 
give rise to a banded agate of alternating white and jet stripes. 

An outline of the technique is as follows: 

1 .  Allow the tumbled or cut agates to stand in a concentrated 
water solution of sugar for several weeks. In Germany, honey 
was once used for this purpose. 

2. Remove the material, with or without rinsing, and place it in 
concentrated sulfuric acid. Heat the acid for about an hour un
til it begins to boil. Exercise extreme caution. Do this only in 
a well-ventilated area or out-of-doors. The acid gives off toxic 
fumes. 

3. When the acid is cool, pour it off and wash the stones with 
large volumes of water. Then put the material in a solution of 
baking soda which will neutralize any acid still retained by the 
agate. 

Here safety is absolutely 11ecessary. Sulfuric acid, even when ice 
cold, is an exceedingly dangerous compound that can blind or se
riously burn. To help avoid an accident, only heavy-walled Pyrex 
glassware should be used. Ordi11ary glass will crack whe11 
heated, a11d metal pots are 1111satisfactory. lf the sulfuric acid is 
no longer needed, it should be slowly poured down a drain with 
the water running constantly to prevent damage to pipes. 

It might seem to take a Jong time to bring the sulfuric acid to a 
boil. This is because the concentrated sulfuric acid boils at 340° 

Celsius (Centigrade). Care is vital. If any acid spills or spatters 
while heating, baking soda should be used to neutralize it. 

The sulfuric acid, for a slightly less satisfactory but much safer 
result, may be diluted and therefore will boil at a lower tempera
ture. Sometimes it will not be necessary to maintain heat for an 
hour. Only a few minutes in hot, dilute acid can color many 
stones quite well. The acid can be purchased already diluted, but 
if the concentrated acid is to be diluted at home, this rule is impor
tant: always add acid to water, and never the opposite. If water is 
poured into concentrated sulfuric acid, there is a rapid rise in tem
perature which might crack even a Pyrex beaker. 

HEAT TREATMENT 

The application of heat can be used to alter the color of many gem 
materials. Citrine is manufactured by a heat treating process from 
clear quartz crystal in the form of amethyst or smoky. The result, 
not always sure, is a light to dark yellow that closely resembles the 
coloration of natural topaz. Citrine is often confused with genuine 
topaz because of the common use of misleading names such as 
"Spanish topaz," "citrine-topaz," "'gold topaz," or "false topaz." 

In Brazil, citrine is manufactured from poor grade amethyst. 
Stones are placed in a pan of white sand and are covered over. 
The purpose of the sand is to provide a more or less uniform rate 
of heating and cooling. It is important that the sand be both clean 
and dry. 

Using an electric oven, the amethysts are heated slowly over a few 
hours to about 430° Celsius (806°F.), and are left to cool at their 
own rate, still immersed in the sand. The citrine is not removed 
from the sand bath until the temperature has fallen to around 100 ° 
Celsius (about 200°F.). This is to prevent cracking caused by 
abrupt changes in temperature. 

Single stones can be heat treated without too much difficulty, 
though it would be economical to practice on small chips before 
attempting work on a large and potentially valuable specimen. 
The stone should be placed in a Pyrex test tube that, to prevent 
drafts which might cause the quartz to crack, is stoppered with 
glass wool. The test tube must be heated slowly, over an alcohol 
lamp or low gas flame. The sample should be watched intently, 
and when the desired color is achieved the heating must be halted 
immediately. The test tube is allowed to cool by itself, as quench
ing in water might break both the quartz and the test tube. It is 
important to note that too high a temperature can cause a stone to 
become completely colorless. The process can be ticklish so fail
ures will occur more often than successes. 

OTHER MATERIALS 

"Pinking" is a process where natural yellow topaz is heated until it 
alters to an attractive pink color. The reaction causing the color 
change occurs in a range from 300 to 450° Celsius (about 570°-
7500F.). lf too much heat is applied the specimen will Jose all 
color. lf too little heat is used, the gem will turn a not so desirabl, 
salmon color. 

Aquamarine, most often Brazilian, sometimes occurs with a green-

10 
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ish tint that can be removed. Slow and careful application of 
heat can cause an alteration in color to the more prized blue. 
The color change in this case takes place at about 450' Celsius 
(about 750'F.). 

R:Jl.;Gii STON[ SHAP:: Nil:"X W'ri:":'l 

There are other, more specialized, heat- treating techniques. On 
occasion, a dark green tourmaline may be heated in order to 
lighten its color and increase its attractiveness and value. Some 
rubies and some amethysts actually improve their color when the 
correct amount of heat is applied. 

Heat treatment of many stones can cause changes in color. A 
little experimentation can bring valuable results. § 

MAST ALIGNMENT: ANOTHER LOOK 

By Jack E. Gross 

Although several extensive articles dealing with machine mis
alignment have been published in past issues of this newsletter, 
detecting the nature of mis-alignment to the extent that corrective 
adjustment can be made can be very perplexing. One of the most 
frequent results of machine mis-alignment is uneven girdle lines, 
usually referred to as a saw-toothed girdle line. It is likely that 
some faceters who are plagued with such girdle line problems 
caused by machine mis-alignment might be interested in a slightly 
different analysis of one cause of the problem and a simplified 
way of correction. This article will treat only the mis-alignment of 
the mast with the cutting surface, which seems to be one of the 
most common problems. 

One of the most difficult perspectives to visualize is how cutting 
angle contributes to facet mis-alignment, i.e., how changes in cut
ting angle generate a sawtooth girdle line. If girdle facets are the 
first facets cut, the ultimate results of mis-alignment of the mast 
with the cutting surface will not necessarily be apparent. For ex
ample, consider the cutting of a simple four-facet girdle outline as 
illustrated in Figs. l, 2 and 3. 

Fig. I illustrates a situation in which the mast is aligned perfectly 
perpendicular to the cutting surface and the cheater is perfectly 
aligned (zeroed) with the mast. The four facets cut at an angle of 
90 degrees and at indices of 96, 24, 48, and 72 produce a four
sided stone that looks perfect in terms of angular association of the 
four facets and thus shape of the stone. 

Fig. 2 illustrates a situation in which the mast is seriously out of 
perpendicular alignment with the cutting surface but the cheater is 
perfectly zeroed with the mast. The four facets cut under the same 
conditions as in Fig. 1 produce a stone shape and facet association 
exactly as was produced in Fig. I. 

Fig. 3 illustrates a situation where the mast is seriously out of per
pendicular alignment with the cutting surface but the cheater is 
perfectly aligned with the cutting surface and thus out of align
ment with the mast. Again, the stone shape and facet relationship 
is the same as was produced in Fig. I. Thus, at this stage of cut
ting, a mis-alignment of the mast with the cutting surface or mis
alignment of the cheater with the mast or cutting surface cannot be 
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detected by discrepancies in the stone shape or facet relationship. 

Now it is necessary to visualize how changes in cutting angle af
fect the shape and positional relationship of facets. Consider Fig. 
4 in which the mast, cheater, and cutting surface are all in correct 
alignment. With the questionable wisdom of introducing a new 
term, I'll refer to this term as the "cutting plane." I define the cut
ting plane as an imaginary plane that is perfectly parallel to the 
cutting surface. In Fig. 4 ,  this imaginary horizontal plane is paral
lel to the cutting surface because both the mast and the cheater are 
in perfect perpendicular alignment with the cutting surface. This 
perfect perpendicular alignment results in the cutting plane re
maining parallel to the cutting surface regardless of the cutting 
angle. For example, consider the cutting of three step facets, the 
first cut at a 70 degree angle, the second at a 50 degree angle, and 
the third at a 30 degree angle. The result wiJI be three facets as 
illustrated in the figure. The lines of the facets wiJI be perfectly 
parallel to each other. 

Fig. 4 .  

The next step is to visualize the cutting of all three facets to a 
common meet point with the 90 facet, i.e. the girdle line. For the 
purpose in the following examples, consider that one end of this 
common meet point on the girdle line is called the "rotation 
point" of the rotation axis, such as illustrated in Fig. 5. The first 
70 degree angle facet cut to the common meet point will form a 

line with the 90 degree girdle facet. The stone would thus have 
two facets: a 70 degree angle facet and a 90 degree angle facet. 
Then the 50 degree angle facet is cut to the common meet point, 
and if the mast is in perfect perpendicular alignment with the cut
ting surface, the 50 degree angle facet wiJI form a perfect line with 
the 90 degree angle facet and thus would eliminate the 70 degree 
facet. The stone would still have only two facets: a 50 degree an
gle facet and a 90 degree angle facet. Then the 30 degree angle 
facet is cut in the same manner, thus eliminating the 50 degree an
gle facet and leaving the stone with two facets: a 30 degree angle 
facet and a 90 degree angle facet. In this manner, the angle adjust
ments (accompanied by necessary mast-height adjustments) cause 
the stone to be rotated around an axis (i.e., the common meet 
point) which is the line formed by the step facets and the girdle 
facet. The cutting plane and the rotational axis remains parallel to 
the cutting surface throughout the cutting of the three step facets. 

' - ;,y :: 

Fig. 5 .  
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The arrangement of the common meet point on the rotational axis 
and thus the cutting plane is carried forward to Fig. 6 in which the 
cheater is properly aligned with the mast but the mast is out of 
perpendicular alignment with the cutting surface, as in Fig. 2. 
Even though the cutting plane in Fig. 6 is not parallel to the cut
ting surface, the 90 degree angle girdle facet is still cut as i Jlus
trated and as explained in the discussion concerning Fig. 2. The 
figure attempts to i Jlustrate the cutting effects if the cutting angle 
was continued through an entire 360 degree rotation of the stone, 
with rotation point being the point of the axis acting as the com
mon meet point to which all cutting is carried. One way to realize 
this effect is to visualize the entire mast rotating around the rota
tion axis in a complete 360 degree circle. As an example to help 
i Jlustrate this effect, a 2 70 degree position of the mast i J lustrated 
in part B of Fig. 6. The result would be a stone shaped like the 
i Jlustrated cone, with the cone coming to a point at the rotation 
point of the axis. 

:mT ATION AXIS 
D!" [ �E 

PART B 

Fig. 6. 

With this concept clearly visualized, then consider the results of 
cutting the three facets at 70, 50, and 30 degree angles to the 
common meet point. The result would produce a pattern wedge
shaped facets as illustrated in Fig. 7. This facet pattern would 
also be produced even if the cheater was adjusted as i Jlustrated in 
Fig. 3 .  If a fairly large stone is used, something on the order of 
314 to I inch in diameter, these wedged-shaped facets can be eas
ily detected and the mast can be realigned until they no longer 
occur. § 

Fig. 7 
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ABOUT USFG FACETING-SKILL 

CERTIFICATION 1 .  
FACETER'S QUIZ 

Driving dirt into open pores is the greatest danger with an 
ultrasonic cleaner. 

Nhen the USFG Board of Directors was in the process of plan
ning the program that was designated as our annual SINGLE 

Yes __ No __ . 

STONE COMPETITION, it was decided that in addition to the 2. Recutting the pavilion completely is usually the best option 
when reparing a broken culet. awards that were given to the winners of the first, second and third 

places in each of the three faceting-skill classes (i.e., Novice 
Class, Premasters Class, and Masters Class), all competitors who 

Yes _ _  No _ _ . 

achieved a certain skill level in a class should have some sort of 3. Henry Hunt is the author of the famous book "Lapidary 
Carving For Creative Jewelry." recognition for their achievement. This decision resulted in the 

awarding of certificates of achievement to those competitors who 
achieved certain stone scores for their class. The scores that had 

Yes _ _  No __ . 

to be achieved to be certified in the classes are as follows: 80 in 4 .  The dark hue often disguises most of the effect of frosting on 
smoky quartz. the Novice Class; 85 in the Premasters Class; and 90 in the Mas-

ters Class. 

Without recognizing the nature of how the SINGLE STONE 
COMPETITION is conducted, these certificates of achievement 
may not seem to be anything more than a casual, run-of-the-mill 
issued piece of paper. But the certificates are much more mean
ingful than casual pieces of paper because of two features on 
which the competition is operated. 

One of these features is the set of guidelines that the judges oper
ate under in determining the skill level that went into the cutting of 
a stone. This system, designed by Ralph Mathewson, is arguably 
the most clearly defined and comprehensive (and thus the most 
fairly) codified set of stone- judging guidelines now in operation 
in competition faceting. The makeup of the system was due to 
Mr. Mathewson's acute a\vareness of the shortcomings of some 
stone-judging systems, primarily the tendency of those systems to 
allow too much "personal interpretation" in a judge's decision on 
the nature and severity of various errors. Although personal inter
pertation in scoring cutting errors cannot be entirely eliminated, 
the Mathewson system has taken great strides in doing so. Fur
thermore, Mr. Mathewson is a recognized world class faceter with 
significant past associations with a class offaceters who are well 
versed in the vageries of judging stones for skill level. 

Second, and of significant importance, is the quality of the skill 
that is maintained in our guild's team of judges. Several of the 
judges have been regular competitors in the Australian Interna
tional Faceting Challenge (IFC). All of these judges are, without 
question, among the most skilled faceters in the world-truly 
world-class faceters. One of the classes in our SINGLE STONE 
COMPETITION is judged by a three-time-consecutive champion 
of the IFC-in other words THE best "cutter" in the world. Other 
judges are carefully selected by the USFG Board Of Directors 
with advice from these world-class faceters and are of equal judg
ing competence with the world-class faceters. 

Thus, it should be of considerable pride to know that a Single 
Stone Competitor's faceting skills have come under the critical 
eye of the most accomplished faceters in the world and that they 
personally have judged a competitor's skill to justify the awarding 
ofa certificate of accomplishment. A list of the Single Stone 
Competitors who have been certified at the Novice, Premasters, 
and Masters classes is contained on page 16  of this newsletter. § 

1 3  

Yes __ No _ _ . 

5. The "single cut" has 1 6  facets. 
Yes _ _  No _ _ . 

6. The Hold miner" cut is squarish. 
Yes __ No _ _  . 

7. Scratches are likely to be produced by polishing stones below 
7 MOHS with a cast iron lap. 

Yes __ No __ . 

8. Purpose sapphire is often called Oriental amethyst. 
Yes __ No __ . 

9. Coral beads are called Red Sea pearls. 
Yes _ _ No _ _ . 

1 0. California moonstone is actually feldspar. 
Yes No . - - - -

1 1 . Vienna turquoise is a false name given to any imitation 
turquoise. 
Yes No . - - - -

12. Indian topaz is actually yellow sapphire. 
Yes No - - - -

1 3 . Excessive pressure is the greatest danger when steam clean
ing a gem. 
Yes No . -- - -

1 4 .  Atlas pearls are actually white satin spar. 
Yes No . - - - -

15 .  Cape emerald i s  actually green garnet. 

§ 
Yes No 

ANSWERS TO LAST ISSUE'S FACETER'S QUIZ 

I-no; 2-no; 3-no;4 -yes;5-no;6-no; 7-yes;8-no;9-no; I 0-yes; 
1 1 -yes;l2-no;l 3-yes ; l 4 -yes ; l5-yes; § 
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FIRST "HEALING CRYSTALS"-NOW THIS 

By Fred Ward 

From the internet discussion lists comes the following unbeliev
able story. 

CNN recently reported that a Cahokia, Illinois undertaker (near 
St. Louis) was promoting "Life Gems ". 

The undertaker explained that Life Gems are made of the cre-
1nated remains of your loved ones. The carbon remains are put 
under intense pressure and heat to create industrial grade dia
monds! These industrial grade diamonds are then faceted into 
ge111s that can be set into jewelrv to be worn by the deceased's 
family. He went on to explain that you don't have lo go to the 
ce,netery to visit your deceased loved ones, but can have your 
loved ones lvith you always! 

The reporters said they are not cheap. A 114 carat faceted Life 
Gem diamond costs about $14,000.00. They also showed a pic
ture of a beautifully faceted sparkling canary yellow Life Gem 
diamond. They said the human body contains enough carbon to 
make about 50 Life Gem diamonds. 

Well known author and publisher of GemBooks, Fred Ward was 
quick to reply, slicing and dicing the claims. His words follow as 
I couldn't say it better myself. 

So many thoughts raced through my mind yesterday as I saw the 
CNN version of the "Life Gems" story. The first was, "There's 
one born every minute." The second was, "If some gem trade pro 
(or sleazy diamond dealer) or crematorium creep (or funeral home 
hypester) has come up with the ultimate gem scam, then you really 
can sell anything you can conceive." 

Friends. anyone who has figured out a way to sell a quarter-carat 
industrial diamond for $4000 must be a refugee from Enron. 

Before we begin considering all the possible implications of this 
"development," let's first look at the science. 

To make diamonds that look like gems requires a great deal of 
care, a lot of time, and huge presses that can hold temperatures 
upwards of 1 .000 degrees centigrade and pressure equivalents of 
70 to 1 40 miles below ground for a week to a month (depending 
on the size your loved one). Industrial diamond grit is one thing, 
gem quality diamonds is another. Grit can be made in a few min

utes, is off-color, mottled, and messy. But because of grit's use, it 
doesn't matter. I doubt the average crematory consumer (a ne\v 
label for a new business) would want his or her beloved to look 
like diamond grit. 

Therefore, we should probably assume that the potential buyer of 
this new product would want hubby to look like a gem. And that's 
where the trouble starts. 

Making gem-quality synthetic (man-made) diamonds is difficult. 
First of all, you don't start with crematorium crap. You start with 
the best graphite you can buy. Graphite is oh so much better for 
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making diamonds than is chimney soot or Aunt Suzy's burned 
remnants. In fact, I seriously doubt that anything coming from a 
real crematorium (and not the crud from the Georgia outfit last 
year that found it much more profitable to just throw the bodies 
out back in the woods and give the grieving relatives a small con
tainer of oven debris) would be suitable for making gem-quality 
diamonds. 

I could probably ask one of my friends at GE, which originated 
the synthetic diamond business in the 70s and still make much of 
the world's output. I know from watching the process and talking 
to the scientists who manage it that they require carbon as pure 
and unadulterated as they can get. Imagine what you'd get from a 
body burn. 

So, I wouldn't expect too much from this story except disappoint
ment and lawsuits. What CNN should be looking for is the real 
source for the synthetic diamonds that will be delivered to unsus
pecting customers. 

I want to get my first guess in here early ... look to Russia." 

(From MEET POINTS, September, 2002) § 

OPTICAL PHENOMENA 
IN FACETED GEMSTONES 

By Richard H. Cartier, FGA, FCGmA 

There are a number of mechanisms by which light interacts with 
different media, and these mechanisms produce a number of phe
nomena. Some mechanisms (and related phenomena) that are not 
of significant interest or concern to the faceter include wave inter
actions (interference), reflection (lustre, sheens), scattering 
(opalescence), refraction (image displacement, lenses), and 
diffraction (play of colour, some iridescence). 

Other mechanisms producing phenomena that can be of interest to 
the faceter include birefringence ( doubling), total internal reflec
tion (brilliance, pattern), dispersion (fire), and relative motion 
(scintillation). There are two different contexts in which a faceter 
may be interested in these issues: firstly, design and execution of a 
cut stone; secondly, display of the finished product. 

Brilliance and pattern are central concerns of most gem designs, 
and the Guild's newsletter has had prolific contributions from both 
members and outside resources in this regard. The issue of double 
images produced by birefringence was a project undertaken by the 
Guild, and although observable specifics were marginal, a clarifi
cation between the concepts of birefringence and doubling were 
realized. 

The issues of fire and scintillation are of particular concern at thi! 
time, as the Guild contemplates producing a display to show the 
results of work of our members. The following points a) to e) are 
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excerpted from my 1989  article in The Canadian Gemmologist 
about "How We See Colour in a Colourless Diamond," explaining 
how the mechanism of dispersion produces the phenomenon we 
call fire, with particular concern for factors that have some bearing 
on what is seen. 

When we look at fire in a diamond or other faceted gemstone, fac
tors that will influence the colours seen will be: 

a) The observer's distance from the apparent dispersion com
mencement. The farther the observer is from the apparent 
commencement of the dispersion the purer will be the ob
served hues. At the greater distance, more of the diverging 
coloured rays will fall outside the opening of the pupil leaving 
a balance ofrays that will be interpreted as a purer spectral 
hue. That's why a diamond will show purer fire from across 
the room than when seen up close. 

b )The size of light source. The smaller the light source the 
purer will be the observed spectral hues. A fluorescent light 
is very large resulting in a large overlap in successive colour 
images; an incandescent light is nearer to being a point source 

to provide less overlapping of the coloured images. That is 
why diamonds show more fire under incandescent light than 
under fluorescent light. 

c)The distance of the light source from the entrance surface. 
The farther the light is from the entrance surface the purer 
will be the observed spectral hues. At a greater distance from 
the entrance, each coloured image will be spaced further apart 
yielding purer spectral hues. That's why lights placed high in 
the ceiling ofa well designed diamond department will cause 
more fire to be visible from a diamond than is seen in other 
lighting environments such as the typical home or office. 

d)The size of the restrictions of view of the light source. The 
smaller the size of the restricting apertures in the light path 
the purer will be the spectral colours observed (down to the 
size at which diffraction effects will invalidate this simple ray 
optics picture). That is why, when we look at the fire in a 
large diamond \Ve see purer colours in the smaller light 

flashes, while the larger light flashes will show colours that 
are not quite as pure. To some extent, this is offset by size/ 

distance comparison. Smaller flashes will produce purer 
colours but, because they are smaller, they will be less visible 
over longer distances. Larger flashes will show less purity of 
colour at the same distance, but will be more easily visible 
from further away where the distance will yield the purer 
spectral hues. 

e)The size of the observer's pupil. The smaller the effective 
size of the pupil opening in the eye the purer will be the spec
tral hues observed. A very bright light will cause the iris to 
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constrict reducing the size of the pupil so, other things being 
equal, the brighter light will result in the observation of purer 
spectral hues. One can artificially change the effective pupil 
size with the use of a lens or lenses. Interposing a magnifying 
lens between the observer and a dispersive medium will have 
the same effect as enlarging the pupil and so result in less 
pure spectral hues observed. That's why we see less fire in a 
diamond when looking with a loupe or microscope than with 
the completely unaided eye. When we observe fire in a dia
mond we do not really focus our eye on the images of the 
light source but rather look at the stone or, more precisely, at 
the patch of light which appears to be within the stone. As 
indicated earlier, if all the rays from one point on an object 
are focussed to one point on the retina we see a sharp image 
of that object. Because we focus on the stone which is much 
nearer than the light source, the light source appears to be a 
general bright blur within the sharply focussed shape of the 
light flash. This will not influence the purity of the colour 
seen, however since the same rays are entering the eye to 

stimulate the sensation of colour. It will only control the fo
cal plane so that although the light source is seen as a blur it 
will be framed by the sharply focussed shape of the apertures 
in the light path through the diamond. 

So in summary: Fire is caused by dispersion, which is the differ
ence in RT ofa medium for the various wavelengths of light. 
when light changes its velocity in passing at an inclination to the 

normal through the interface between two media. The degree of 
dispersion produced depends on three things: the refractive in
dices of the material, the angle of incidence, and the angle of exit. 
The other factors that influence the colours observed as fire are: 

a) the size of the light source (smaller is better); 
b) the distance of the light source from the entrance surface 

(farther is better); 
c) the size and shape of the restrictions of view of the light 

source; 

d) the observer's distance from the apparent dispersion 
commencement; and 

e) the effective size of the pupil of the observer's eye (brighter 
light is better). 

Scintillation is the twinkling sparkle seen in a faceted gemstone. 
It is caused by relative motion. A lady moves her hand and we see 
flashes of light coming from her diamond (or other gem). Simi
larly, if the observer moves, different angles of view show differ
ent patterns and brightness of light from within the gem. A third 
way to produce scintillation that is easily overlooked is movement 
of the light source. Some form of oscillating, rotating or recipro
cating motion on small, bright, distant lights could have a dramatic 
effect on the appearance of faceted stones in a display 

(From NORTH YORK FACETING GUILD Newsletter, Alarch, 2002) § 
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INDIVIDUALS WHO HA VE BEEN SKILL-CERTIFIED BY THE USFG 
(see "About USFG Faceting-Skill Certification" on page 1 3) 

Adams, Winnifred N. : 
Aughenbaugh, Ernest S.: 
Blanchard, Stephen T.: 
Brower, Frank: 
Capps, Jerry: 
Clark, James: 
Dunn, Don: 
Dutcher, David: 
Fairless, Dick: 
Foster, Jim: 
Friar, James A.: 
Franke, John: 
Freeman, Jack: 
Goodwin, Gene: 
Greenway, Robert: 
Gross, Jack: 
Hanson, Don: 
Holbert, Norm: 
Hulkill, Alan: 
Irmischer, Dieter: 
Johnson, Barry: 
Johnson, Dale: 
Kaufman, George: 
Kavan, Arthur: 
Keller, Bob: 
Louton, Bill: 
Montoro, Ray: 
Perkins, Jim: 
Pierce, Ryan: 
Praska, Bob: 
Redmond, Ron 
Robertson, Arnold: 
Skalitzky, William: 
Skelly, Mike: 
Smith, Matt" 
Stephens, James: 
Terpening, Allen: 
Vaughn, Kenneth: 
Visser, John: 
Weir, James: 
Yanda, Melvin L.: 

Novice-2001 
Novice-2001 
Novice-2002 
Novice-2002 

Novice-2002 

Novice-2000 

Novice-2002 
Novice-2002 

Novice-2000 
Novice-2000 
Novice-2002 

Novice-2000 
Novice-2000 
Novice-2001 

Novice-2000 
Novice-2000 
Novice-2001 

Novice-2001 
Novice-2000 
Novice-200 I 
Novice-2000 
Novice-2002 

Novice-2000 
Novice-2001 

Novice-2001 
Novice-2000 
Novice-2000 
Novice-2000 
Novice-2000 

Novice-2000 
Novice-200 I 
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Premaster-2001 

Premaster-2000 

Premaster-2002 

Premaster-2001 

Premaster-2000 

Premaster-2002 
Premaster-2001 

Premaster-2002 

Master-2001 

Master-2001 

Master-2002 

Master-2000 

Master-2001 

Master-2000 

Master-2001 
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ABOUT COMPETITION-STONE 

GIRDLE THICKNESS 
EDITOR'S NOTE: The contents of this article include recent 
"F aceters List" posts that addressed various aspects of the 
USFG Faceting Competition Rules on girdle widths. Seldom 
has a FL subject generated as much comment as this "girdle 
width" exchange with posts submitted by competition cutters, 
non-competition cutters, hobby cutters and commercial cutters, 
thus expressing o wide range of views, some of which were quite 
opposite. It is the desire of the USFG Board Of Directors to 
consider the "collective rationale " of this controversy. Since 
the posts were submitted over a series of "lists " thus making it 
difficult to adequately assemble the discussion in the order they 
were submitted, it seemed appropriate to present the "thread " in 
an assembled format which the BOD and all USFG members 
can review and thus be informed concerning the final disposi
tion of the controversy. Because of the length of the posts (over 
25 pages) which included discussions that I deemed not directly 
pertinent to the girdle width controversy, I have taken "editor's 
prerogative" of deleting those discussions. § 

BY: Bob Keller: ... the girdles on the comp stones are specified at 
.3mm (+/- .1 mm) ... 3mm seems rather thin to me for a stone an 
entrant might actually want to mount once the competition is 
over .... So I'm wondering why the girdles are specified so thin? 
The penalty for being out on the girdle thickness is given as a 
100%, 3 point error, so if you're serious about winning you defi
nitely need to comply with this .3mm thickness spec .. .l'd like to 
get a reality check from some of the comp cutters - .3 mm seem on 
tl1e thin side for a practical girdle thickness to you too? ... how 
would you go about measuring that? .. .I wonder how will the 
USFG judges measure/ inspect girdle thickness? 

BY Stephen Blanchard: Bob Keller Wrote: Since you can't di
rectly gage the girdle thickness with calipers . . .  how would you go 
about nzeasuring that?" .3mm is thin, but then that's the challenge 
.. .I use a piece of strip styrene plastic .0 IO inches thick ( or should 
I say thin) held up against the girdle as a gage (.3mm = .01 1 8 1  
inches.) 

BY Bob Keller: Steve Blanchard wrote: .3mm is thin, hut then 
that's the challenge ... So what is it about cutting a .3mm thick gir
dle that you consider more challenging than cutting say a .6mm 
thick girdle? .. .! won the USFG Novice competition a couple of 
years ago and this .3 mm girdle specification is a ne,v thing since 
then. So I'm curious as to USFG's thinking regarding .3mm girdles 
and why so thin? ... but please leave it to me as the faceter to deter
mine what is appropriate for the girdle thickness. 

BY Jim Perkins: ... The other way would be to measure it by com
parison using a hand held optical comparator ... However. I think a 
piece of shim stock or feeler gauge is quite adequate and much 
more practical. 

BY Art Kavan: ... if you were cutting a stone under the 2o/o rule of 
the past, your girdle on the pre master stone would be less than .3. 
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The stone may b e  cut 8 t o  1 1  MM. let's say you chose 10 
mm ... that would make your girdle thickness .2 mm ... At 8 mm it 
would be .16 ... the Aussies use a system of 5% of the height of the 
stone that in my opinion really causes some problems. I don't be
lieve that a cutter should decide on his own what is the proper size 
of a girdle ... The idea of competition is to (have) all players with 
the same rules ... the thinner the girdle, the more difficult it be
comes, as the unevenness becomes more pronounced and very 
easy to detect... The girdle is usually the first thing a judge looks 
at and a lot can be learned about the cutter just by following the 
two girdle lines ... 

BY Don Rogers: Since you can't directly gage the girdle thick
ness with calipers like you can across opposite facets or point-to
point (ouch), how would you go about measuring that? .. .! picked 
up a machinist Pocket Comparator that had both metric and inch 
scales as well as a protractor ... The metric scale is marked in . I mm 
increments and with the I Ox magnification, it works very well for 
measuring the girdle, or other facets. 

BY Tony: Bob remarked: I wonder how will the USFG judges 
measure/inspect girdle thickness? Seems to me the wcy to do this 
for the purpose of competition is however they are going to do it ... 
... a gemmologist's reticule .. .! had used a triplet 7x loupe mounted 
in a cast frame with an etched IO m.m. rule. You just put it 
against what you want to measure and read off the incre-
ments ... Wby would you want to mount it in jewellery after? It 
should go in the showcase with your trophy .... 

BY Bob Keller: Art Ka van writes: First off if you were cuiting a 
stone under the 2% rule of the past, your girdle on the pre master 
stone would be less than .3. The stone mcy be cut 8 to I I MM. 
let's SQ}' you chose IO nun, renzember the figure used is always 
width in a UW computation.that would make your girdle thick
ness .2 111111 • ... If the math that falls out from a 2% rule of thumb 
works out to a .2mm girdle, that's why it needs to be regarded as a 
"rule of thumb" ... the Aussies use a system of 5% of the height of 
the stone that in n1y opinion really causes some problems .. . / don't 
believe that a cutter should decide on his own what is the proper 
size of a girdle or a1,v other dimensions as far as that goes .. It ap
pears to me it is *only* the girdle thickness that is being very 
strictly dictated under the current USFG single stone competition 
rules ... As _vou continue to enter co,npetitions you tt1ill discover 
that the thinner the girdle, the more difficult it becomes, as the 
unevenness beconzes 1nore pronounced and ver:v easy to detect. I 
do not find it more difficult to cut a thin girdle than a little more 
robust and practical one. To my way of thinking, overly thin gir
dles are the result of a lack of skill, not evidence of it..lf that's the 
entire reason and rationa1e, it's probably even more facilitating to 
judge a .  I mm thick girdle for uniformity ... This thread could be 
discussed for a long time because it is not as simple as it first 
seen1s. You get into the judging criteria and ho1v to integrate the 
pattern points into the system. I myself don� agree with so,ne 
parts of most of the competitions I have participated in but under-
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stand the necessity of rules ... on .3mm girdles .... Somebody made 
that particular rule up and it is an arbitrary specification. 

BY Dave Arens: .. .I set a lot of faceted stones. If anyone brought 
me a stone with a .3 mm (.0118") girdle to set, I'd ask him if he 
was sure he wanted it set...The probability for damage is too 
great...a girdle of those dimensions may separate the men from the 
boys (ladies from the girls), what's the use in wasting time being 
good at something that has no earthly benefit? 

BY Dieter Irmischer: ... The thin girdle is one of the most de
manding challenge in cutting for the competition .. .lf you had to 
cheat on the facets that meet the girdle it will have an effect on the 
thickness ... if you cut the crown and find it necessary to cheat on 
the facets that meet the girdle on a .3 mm it will show up like a 
sore thumb .. .! would never set winning stones (that I might have 
spend I 00 hours on) into a piece of jewelry because they are my 
trophies to display. 

BY Bob Keller: Tony remarks: Why would you want to mount it 
in jeweby after? It should go in the showcase with your trophy .... 
Comp stones may look okay in a box next to the spoils of compe
tition, but they look even better when mounted in jewelry ... I don't 
believe it is necessary or desirable to develop rules for faceting 
competitions which ignore practicalities regarding mounting the 
comp stones. 

BY Jeff Ford: Many authors, including Vargas, have quoted 2% 
(faceted) girdles for years. Although Vargas does say, that for 
small stones 2% seems too small, and for large stones 2o/o seems 
too big ... Cutting any thing to +/- 0.1 mm is always a chal-
lenge ... Also note that similar tolerances, and penalties, apply for 
the width and L/W ratio. FWIW, a full 3 point, I 00% error at the 
2003 Novice level would mean at 2.2538% loss of score, i.e., 
maximum score of 97.7462%, if everything else was perfect.. 

BY Art Kavan: ... The 2% rule is not a rule of thumb ... it was a 
standard that was followed in most American competitions ... I 
... try to convey the problems with the five percent rule that works 
out most of the time to around .333 on girdle thickness ... 

BY Bob Keller: ... The 2% rule is not a rule of thumb . . .  it was a 
standard that lvas follolved in most A,nerican co1npetitions . . .  S0 is 
2% a defacto standard that must be, or "should" continue to be 
followed? . . .  Just because "that's the way it's been done" by others 
in the past doesn't mean it must be done that way by USFG. or that 
it is necessarily desirable to do so ... 

BY Bob Keller: ... / also u•rote: ... Holl/ever, it ,nay ,ve/1 be a l ittl e 
1nore difficult for the judge to evaluate a .3,nm than scry1 a . 5mn1 
thick girdle for uniformity ... What I intended to say here was it 
may well be a little more difficult for the judge to evaluate say a 
.5mm thick girdle than a .3mm thick girdle for uniformity. 

BY Jim Perkins: ... don't the rules give you a +/- . 1  mm tolerance? 
18 

If so you could cut anything from .2 to .4mm without deduction. 
think .4 should be acceptable for setting with normal care ... The 
USFG competition ... only care about making stringent rules they 
think will separate the men from the boys ... 

BY Art Kavan: ... Bob answered his own question about girdle 
thickness without knowing it. If 2% was the standard why did the 
USFG change it? A IO mm width would be a .2 mm thickness on 
the girdle, now it can be .3 I may be wrong but isn't that thicker?
··· The 8 to 11 [stone-size] rule works like this, you can cut a stone 
from 7.9 mm to I I . I  mm without penalty after that you get penal
ized for every tenth. The reason behind a rule that gives so much 
leeway is ... you may not be able to afford a I I mm stone .. .it gives 
the cutter a break, in this case it is cheap quartz 

BY Don Rogers: ... how wide of a girdle is acceptable or ideal for 
setting of this size of stone? ... the thicker the girdle, the more diffi
cult it will be to set, and as long as you don't have a knife edge 
girdle, the inverse is also true ... You end up with a larger radius of 
bend with a thicker girdle which means you end up with more 
spring to the metal which requires more pressure to bend to the 
final shape. 

BY Dieter Irmischer: . .I use (a piece of broken jewelers saw 
blade) to measure that .3 mm or what ever girdle thickness ... I 
... taper the saw blade so it can be measured with a caliper or mi
crometer. Then I hold the tapered saw blade ( my gage) next to 
the girdle and use my I O  x loupe to compare. 

BY Bob Keller: Jim wrote: Correct me if I'm wrong but don't the 
rules give you a +/- . I mm tolerance? If so you could cut anything 
from .2 to .4mm without deduction .... you're quite right. I could 
cut up to .4mm ... And at .4mm it will be right on the ragged edge 
of costing me some score if the judge sees it as .41 mm instead of 
the .40 mm that it actually is ... They only care about making strin
gent rules they think will separate the men from the boys ... the 
"serious", World Class competition faceters ... are into their own 
thing and world ... lf that's your cup of tea by all means go for 
it... What I'm hoping is the tree has grown to the point there are 
some branches for faceters like me to perch on ... The real is-
sue . . .  What could the USFG do to make competition more attrac
tive to the masses? Here's the opportunity for a//faceters to step 
up to the plate and be heard .. that assumes I'm participating in 
the single stone competitions because I'm a wannabe World Class 
competition faceter .. .J think this competition needs to be consid
ered and developed as an end in itself. 

BY Art Kavan: ... all my commercial stones have girdles of less 
than .3 and I have set hundreds of them and have never broke or 
chipped a stone ... Why We don't have more entrants has many rea
sons including some that have been addressed here, but the USFG 
is not alone in this problem, the original Faceters Digest had I 2or 
members and put on a well advertised competition, I know there 
were less than 20 entrants as I won the masters with a score 99 .3, 
it was the only competition they had. By the way it was a 20 mm 
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stone and they specified a . 7 mm girdle under the 2% rule it would 
have been .4 Bob is right, most folks do not aspire to be world 
class faceters and I and others are very much aware of this fact. 

BY Doug Smith: Jim Perkins wrote: ... What could the USFG do 
to make con1petition more attractive to the masses? Here's the 
opportunity for all faceters to step up to the plate and be heard. " 
I, for one, would not want to throw a winning stone "into a drawer 
after the fact along with the medal". Perhaps I would possibly do 
so after I had cut a zillion stones. But for now, I would rather 
have that "beauty"set into jewelry to be admired. 

BY Art Kavan: Here is the back ground on Rules -- there is no 
background except for a page and a half with a half page dedi
cated to definitions that's it. .. .I feel it is very important as a pro
fessional organization to put forth creditable and fair rules for all 
concerned ... The USFG was fortned to bring the skill levels of a 
few up to world class status, now with the growth of the organiza
tion the original mission has changed to helping a wide range of 
faceting activities that have nothing to do with competition cut
ting. I am OK with that, my interest are in competition cutting and 
I will keep working in that direction along side whatever other 
activities someone else desires. 

BY Jeff Ford: When I compiled the announcement/rules for the 
2003 USFG Single Stone Competition, all I really did was go back 
two or three years and gather up what Charlie Moon and others 
had done before ... The 0.3 mm girdle has been around for a few 
years - No big changes there ... For the most part the "rules" were 
taken from the previous Pattern Error and Judge Score Sheets, a 
few small items were clarified. 

BY Bob Keller: Jeff writes: In general the rules were just gath
ered. with just a bit of word smithing added. 0.3 mm girdle has 
been around/or a few years - No big changes there.No big 
changes there ... ? There have been 3 USFG single stone comps 
held so far - 2000, 200 I and 2002. There was NO girdle thickness 
specification in the 2000 and 200 I rules . .3 mm was added to the 
USFG single stone comp rules last year. I'm sorry, but I have a 
problem with your characterization of that change from no specifi
cation (at the cutters discretion) to .3mm plus or minus . I mm or 
else points off as "just a bit of word smithing". 

BY Jeff Ford: No big changes there ... ? There have been 3 
USFG single stone comps held so far - 2000. 200 I and 2002. 
There was "NO'" girdle thickness specification in the 2000 and 
2001 rules . .  3 mm was added to the USFG single stone comp 
rules last year. I'm sorl)', but I have a problem lVith your charac
terization of that changefron1 no specification (at the cutlers dis
cretion) to . 3nun plus or n1inus . 1  nun or else points off as 'just a 
bit of word smithing" ... You may have me on the 200 I and earlier 
competitions. The 200 I patterns were presented in Sept 2000, in 
the March 200 I Category "9" for girdle thickness is presented 
with tolerances, but no value given. Impossible to apply any rule 
that is not clearly defined at the time the competition is an-
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nounced ... For the 2002 competition (announcement i n  September 
200 I )  the pattern sheets are missing the girdle width, but back up 
to page 1 9  the judging features are explained, Category 1 1  has 
been added to the judging sheets, and .3mm is stated. I do recall a 
message from the USFG (March 2002, or list perhaps?) stating 
that since the .3mm rule was not clearly stated on the pattern 
sheets that the rule would not be enforced for the 200 I competi
tion. 2003 competition .3mm finally got added to the pattern 
sheets when I cleaned things up. 

BY Art Kavan: ... for all stones in USFG competition the girdle is 
to be .3 mm plus or minus . Imm anything else and you lose points. 
Now could it be 5, IO , 2mm, yes, would it make every body 
happy? ha ha I think we all know the answer to that. 

BY Dieter Irmischer: I can not understand that you have such a 
problem about the rules of competition cutting. For me it is very 
simple if ! don't like the rules or the design I don't cut it ... The 
rules for a faceting competition have to be very explicit and cor
rect because the cutter needs all the help he can get...The USFG 
does not only grooms World cutters. It promotes competitions in 
the hope that there might be a potential world class cutter to 
emerge out of the new bunch of competitors. § 
EDITOR ·s NOTE: As might be expected, a considerable volume 
lo/ discussion occurred "off list·· among a number of guild mem
bers lvho expressed their viewpoints but for one reason or an
lather desired not to become involved in the thread of discussion 
carried on in the Faceters List posts. For the most part, the 
"LIST POSTS" tried to maintain a tone of tolerance/or the 
"other 's "" viewpoint. it was not so in the off-list exchanges.- The 
allowing "off-list ·· message is an example of "off-list "  view
ooints. § 
Gentlemen, let me refresh your memories. The USFG Competi
tion Rules is made up bv and only bv, the Competition Com
mittee. There is no democracy involved, and it is not even a con
sideration for Novices or Premasters to have a voice in those 
rules, since they don't know what most rules are about anyway. If 
someone wants to cut a competition where the rules are different, 
they are certainly welcome and encouraged to do so. The NAFC 
rules are made for Masters only -- since it is they who are the 
only qualified entrants. You probably haven't heard much com
plaining from any of the Masters about those rules. The Single 
Stone rules can change each or every year -- but again depending 
solely on the Competition Committee -- which has the final 
power to make changes. Those changes are considered carefully 
by "Master" craftsmen, and the committee should never be com
posed of less than one such person on it. Single Stone competi
tion rules may be revised each year, and it is up to the individual 
competitor to read those updates. The NAFC rules, once voted 
on by the BOD, should never be changed without unanimous ap
proval of that Board. Most of this is my opinion, with little in the 
USFG Constitution to support it, except for the total power of 
the Competition Committee. This is why that committee MUST 
be composed of at least one qualified Australian competitor. It is 
not for the membership to question, The rules are made for 
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their benefit, not necessarily for their (faceting! ease nor 
mounting in jewelry. Competitors must abide by them or seek 
a different competition. A set of judging rules and guidelines 
has been composed -- done by the only U.S. individual winner of 
all 3 stone categories in the Aussie competition -- Ralph Mathew
son, with Professor Charles Moon. It would take a bolt of light
ning to improve on these. Let's be practical. 

Furthermore, these (NAFC) rules were composed in a manner to 
support another USFG program -- the Judges Training Program, 
which has been very successful (as far as it went). The NAFC 
rules and the Judging Program and the highly sophisticated grad
ing system all go hand-in-hand. Please do not destroy it. Jerry 
Capps (All bold underlined emphases supplied by the editor) § 

EDITOR 'S NOTE: It should be understood that Jerry Capps, 
with a great deal of effort and consideration of the rules of other 
"world class'' competitions, assembled the initial draft of the 
USFG 's competition rules. These initial rules have since been 
lmodestly revised by various USFG competition officials, not the 
east of which was (and is) Charlie Moon, who probably under-

l<tands at least as much (and probably more) about the pro 's and 
con's of competition rules than any of our guild n1embers, having 
been involved in the technical aspects of Australia 's co,npetition 
'·ulesfor many years. Then Ralph Mathewson, one of our Guild 's 
"world class faceters ", labored many months in the process of 
creating what many highly qualified faceters consider to be the 
airest (i. e., most unbiased) set of stone:iudging criteria that has 

lvet been codified. These criteria take a quantum leap toward es
'·ablishing definitive means for narrowing a judge 's freedom to 
'·nake ''judgment calls " (i.e., assigning error penalty points to a 
ktone 's technical quality). Judgment calls are an inescapable 
ele111ent of determining the technical quality of a ge,nstone, and 
like it or not, judgment calls will, barring the advent of some 
1•1ow unknoivn technique for evaluating n1eets, scratches, etc., 
continue to be a part of competition cutting. 

One other point should be clearly understood. From the very 
lrst discussions involving the estab/ishn1ent of our Guild 's co111-

lnetilion progran1s, it lvas decided that the programs would al
'-empt to promote the highest technical quality of faceting skills 
hat the expertise in our Guild could maintain. In a lvord this 
neans stringent�v tough stone:judging criteria. None of the crite
·ia are intended to be suitable as a "satisjj,1-one-and-a// " pro
gram. The USFG 's program of "certifying" competition cutters 
as having reached a certain level of skill (i.e., novice, prenzasters, 
or ,nasters) is based on these stringent stone-Judging criteria and 
is not a recognition to be taken lightly -- these cutters achieved 
heir certifications by displaying skills that were evaluated by 
onze of the best cutters in the world These certifications are 

l<omething to be justifiably proud of It is the determined objec
tive of the USFG that the technical quality required for our single 
li;:tone cotnpetitions and the nett• North American Faceting Cha/
henge lvi/1 not be altered and that the certifications will continue 
1•o be a sign of superior technical achievement. § 
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HEATLESS DOPPING 

By Jack Lewis 

I have read a lot about the problems of using heat in dopping and 
removal. in the U S Faceter's News Letter, so I have gone to a 
complete heat free system. I have adopted ideas from several 
articles by several contributors and wish to thank them for shar
ing their ideas and information, and give credit where credit is 
due. What I do differently is to use a piece of 1/16" thick Plexi
glass between the flat dop and the stone on the initial dopping. 
In more detail here is my whole dopping procedure. 

First I lap a flat on the stone to dop to. Then I cut a piece of 
1/16" Plexiglass as large or larger than the footprint of the flat 
dop that I am going to use. I sand both sides on 220 sand paper, 
then use two part epoxy, or super glue (I like the two part as it is 
waterproof) to epoxy the Plexiglass between the stone and dop 
using the Facetron transfer jig and leave it to cure overnight. Af
ter faceting the pavilion I use a mixture of Instant Cream of 
Wheat and two part epoxy with a V dop in the transfer jig. A 
conical dop doesn't let the Attack in. Before epoxying I put a 
solid stop between the upper and lower plates of the transfer jig, 
and set the V dop height so it just doesn't touch the stone. Now 
slide up the upper plate and apply epoxy to the stone and V dop. 
Lower the upper plate and let it cure over night. Leaving the as
sembly in the dopping fixture, use a jeweler's saw frame with a 
sturdy blade, (I use a .012" wide skip tooth scroll saw blade 
bought at Home Depot) to cut through the Plexiglass being care
ful not to cut the dop or stone if you have a soft stone. The 
residual epoxy and Plexiglass on the stone will cut away when 
cutting the crown, soaking the flat dop in Attack removes the 
residue on it. 

After finishing the crown I soak the stone and V dop assembly in 
Attack. A handy way to use Attack, which is highly volatile and 
carcinogenic, is to pour it into a wide mouth pint size canning jar 
(I found one with a flip top at the 9 9  Cent Store) , add some wa
ter which will float on the Attack keeping it from evaporating, 
and destroying the rubber gasket and your health. I compiled all 
this information from various articles in the U S Faceter's Guild 
Newsletter except for the use of Plexiglass. That was my idea. 
What led to that was an article where the author formed a ball of 
wax on the end of a flat dop, lapped it flat and super glued it to 
the stone flat. After finishing the pavilion and transferring he 
used a hot knife to remove the flat dop. I tried this method but 
used a jeweler's saw instead of a hot knife and it worked well. 
Several articles have mentioned that stones move due to wax 
creeping and that inspired me get rid of the wax and use Plexi
glass. § 

COLD DOPPING ON HOLLOW DOPS 
WITH EPOXY PUTTY 

Alexandre Wolkonsky 
St Cloud, France 

I spotted recently on the market here 2-component epoxy putties 
and I'm sure you can also obtain them. They come either as 2 
small slabs, one white, the other gray protected under aluminum 
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foil and in a bubble pack. The other has the shape of a rod 
placed in a transparent tube. The outer layer is one color and the 
core another color. 

These putties are to plug a leak in steel or copper tube, fill a hole 
in an exhaust pipe of your car, a leaky tank, etc. They come in a · 
variety of colors. 

We all know that cold dopping the pavilion in a hollow dop with 
a standard quick set 5 minute to IO minute epoxy is a bit tricky 
since the mix runs easily before it cures. 

By far the best epoxy for our purpose is the Australian "Tite
On." It makes a thick paste yet is easy to mix and sticks well to 
the pavilion and does not run and cures rock hard. However, 
Australia is a long way from home. So I have tried these putties 
as an alternative to Tite-On though not as good. 

Use a cutter knife to obtain either 2 small amounts of the type in 
separate slabs or cut a thin slice of the type that comes as a rod. 
What you believe to be a small amount may already be too much 
so cut again half of the slice. 

Work this amount with your fingers into a thoroughly mixed 
bead. At room temperature you have but a short time, l or 2 
minutes. 

Tear away small amonuts from the original bead and roll them 
between thumb and forefinger to obtain a thin roll. The smaller 
the better and still smaller for small stones. 

You had previously placed your stone with a clean pavilion (use 
alcohol) on your transfer jig. Place the hollow dop to the stone 
with the bottom of the hollow stuffed with a small amount of pa
per or Blue Tack to protect the culet. Bring the hollow dop close 
to the stone, but further apart than you would normally do be
cause these putties are quite thick. 

Press with a finger one or two thin rolls of putty around the stone 
so that some of it sinks in the gap between pavilion and hollow 
dop. Avoid having some of the putty on the girdle. Then thor
oughly wash your hands. The putty cures quite quickly and be
comes quite hard, but it leaves you enough time to work it 
around the pavilion. I would wait overnight or half a day before 
removing the flat dop and cutting the crown. 

For epoxy dopping on a flat dop l first glue on the flat dop a 
small piece of printed circuit board. It is Melamine with a thin 
sheet of copper and about 1.5 millimeter thick. I cut it to size 
with a jeweler saw with a 00 blade. I scratch it on both sides 
with a steel point for safe gluing with standard quick set epoxy, 
first on the flat dop. When cured I do the same with the pre
formed stone and center it looking at it against a well lit wall. 
The dop is set on a short wood dowel with a center hole so that it 
can rest on the table \Vhen curing. 

Release the finished stone from its hollow dop as usual, dipping 
the whole thing in Methyl Chloride (Attack in the LSA). Add 2 
centimeters of water which will float over the Methyl Chloride to 
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slow evaporation and close the jar. 

(Editor's note: In the US, there are a variety of these solid epox
ies. One brand name that comes to mind is "Pig Putty." l do not 
know if it is still produced or how well it works for Alexandre's 
idea, but it could be worth looking into.) 

(From FACETS. April, 2002) § 

PREPARATION AND USE OF 

TYPEMET AL LAPS 

By Evan Williams 

The tin typemetal laps are useful to have when you learn how to 
use them. They work best with Linde A powder for polishing, 
although some faceters prefer to use the lap with diamond powder 
as the polishing agent. 

First we deal with the preparation of the lap: Check with a straight 
edge that the surface is true. Then sand the lap surface with 240 & 
400 wet-&-dry carborundum paper, then finishing with 600, work 
under a running tap. This leaves a very fine scoring of the lap sur
face and removes any machining marks that might have been left 
by the lathe. Wash and dry your lap and your hands. Take the lap 
to your machine, place on arbor and start the machine at about 
200-250 rpm. Pour a good amount of detergent on the centre of 
the lap, work off with your fingers, working from centre to outside 
edge. Tum on the water tap and flush the lap off with water, again 
working from centre to edge with your fingers. Now dry the lap 
with tissues. 

THE POLISH 

Place four or five teaspoons of Linde A powder in a small plastic 
bottle that has a fine hole in the cap. Add a couple of drops of 
detergent, fill with water and shake vigorously. Mixing the polish 
this way you should not have any problems with contamination 
with the lap. 

USING THE LAP 

Start the lap at low speed (l use 240 rpm, but suggest a slower 
speed if possible). Shake your bottle of polish well and squirt 
some onto the lap and try to polish your first stone, usually a 
topaz. You will find that this lap will not polish well on topaz un
til it is nearly dry and I mean DRY! When first conditioned, the 
lap takes a short time to build up a polishing charge in the fine 
scoring about 30-60 seconds or the first couple of facets. 

PROBLEMS IN USE 

Lap too wet for stone being polished. Main problem for most 
faceters. Polish too thick. A rough guide with all polishing laps is 
if you can see the polish when the lap is spinning, the polish is too 
thick. N.B. This lap polishes some of the softer stones best with a 
very wet lap. 
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WITH DIAMOND 

This lap will also polish well with diamond dust mixed with either 
baby oil or petroleum jelly (Vaseline) - so much so that many 
faceters prefer this lap to most others. With baby oil, there are 
several ways of applying it. One is to mix the diamond into a 
thick paste, place a couple of spots on the lap and add a couple of 
drops more of baby oil, spread the compound evenly over the lap 
surface, wiping off excess with a folded tissue. 

This method is wasteful of diamond powder, but gives a good pol
ish. Another way is to put three or four drops of baby oil on the 
lap, sprinkle a little diamond powder onto the oil and spread over 
the surface. Do not wipe off and polish in the slurry. This method 
also works well, but again is wasteful of diamond powder. I used 
a tin lap for many years, using a diamond petroleum jelly com
pound. I used a carat of diamond powder which was mixed with 
about half a teaspoon of petroleum jelly, placed in a syringe. Four 
spots of compound were placed on the lap and a couple of drops 
of kerosene were added to help spread the polish. The compound 
was spread over the inside 3/4 of the lap surface with very little on 
the outside 1/4 as this was the working area. When polishing, 
enough compound is brought into this area to achieve polish. 
Eventually you will work into the centre of the lap. 

The tin typemetal lap is one which every faceter needs to know 
how to use. It is not a lap that most cutters need often although it 
can be used as the sole polishing lap and will polish all stones. If 
used with diamond, the baby oil mix seems best It is very easy to 
round facet edges with the tin lap and it is important to dress the 
lap surface at regular intervals to keep the surface flat and true. 

(From FACETERS' STONECHAT. May, 2002. via Facet Talk) § 

LAP TIP #9 

By Richard Walker 

I have been experimenting with an extender for the Alpha alumina 
suspension. I have discovered that one of the liquid constituents 
of the suspension is "propylene glycol" which is the primary con
stituent of potable antifreeze for the drinking water systems on 
RV's and travel trailers. 

This chemical has several things to recommend it, one it is non
toxic, and it is readily available. I decided to start out using the 
propylene glycol anti freeze with about 50%- distilled water as a 
spritz to extend the alpha alumina suspension. 

I was very pleasantly surprised when I tried this on the "Corian, 
TM" lap, it made a very little of the suspension go a very long 
way with no apparent negative side effects. 

By accident a couple of days later I was polishing a quartz gem on 
the epoxy lap with cerium oxide, and grabbed the spritzer filled 
with the propylene glycol mix without noting what I had done. I 
spritzed the lap the same as if I was using the distilled water and 
20/ 10  concentrate as usual. I noted immediately that the feel was 
quite different. The stone polished without difficulty, in fact per
haps with a bit less difficulty. 
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My thinking in putting this bit of information into print perhaps a 
bit prematurely, is to encourage you the faceters to experiment 
with this and perhaps come up with some new techniques and uses 
for this mix as an extender for other polish and lap combinations. 

The brand of RV Antifreeze that I used was 20/10 RV Antifreeze, 
manufactured by 20/10 Products, Salem, Oregon. § 

CUBIC ZIRCONIA 

By JG 

Zirconium Oxide (Zr02) is a polymorph, which means that it can 
change its geometrical structure while retaining the same chemical 
composition. The most quoted example of a polymorph is dia
mond and graphite both derived from pure carbon. 

At normal temperature ZrO, crystallizes out in the monoclinic sys
tem as the polymorph mineral baddeleyite. When heated to 
2 500°C the structure changes to cubic and on cooling reverts back 
to the monoclinic system. In this state the material was opaque. 
When additives were included in the mix to stabilize the Zr02, it 
crystallized out in the cubic system. Zr02 in its monoclinic form, 
has been used many years in industry as a mace liner and crucible 
for high temperature work as CZ (as it is now known) has a melt
ing point of2 500°C. Different additives and fluxes are used in 
gem crystal production. 

With the continuing expansion of the electronic industry over the 
past thirty years, so has the demand for man made crystals of 
Corundum Quartz, Spine! and CZ. The material CZ is now used 
extensively in the electronic and laser industry. 

Cubic Zirconia (CZ), in crystal form, first appeared in the middle 
1 9 70s. I obtained my first rough from Dennis Durham in 1 9 7 9 
and since that time has been easily obtainable in the UK. 

Like many simulants produced previously, the colourless variety 
of CZ was intended as a cheap diamond simulant and has been 
very successful in this field. From a faceting point of view, it pro
duces a very attractive durable stone at a very low cost. It is ob
tainable in almost any colour. The hardness at 8. 5 makes CZ 
durable with the RI and dispersion comparing favourably with 
diamond giving the stone a lively appearance. Here are some of 
the relevant properties of diamond and CZ for comparison. 

The HM, RI, SG and Dispersion vary according to the amount and 
choice of additives used as stabilizer. 

SKULL-MELT TECHNIQUE 

Cubic Zirconium Oxide (CZ) is produced in a skull crucible, 
which consists of a circular series of water-cooled copper pipes 
and a radio frequency (RIF) induction coil. 

Owing to the high melting point of Zirconia powder of around 
2 500°C, normal refractory crucibles cannot be used. The zirco
nium powder is electrically non-conductive until it reaches a high 
temperature, so a piece of zirconium metal is placed in the cru-
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cible as a trigger to the induction coil. To maintain the CZ in a 
stable cubic form at room temperatute a stabilizer is added to the 
mix before heating. When the bulk of the mix is molten, the outer 
orust, about 1 mm, is kept below melting point by the water cooled 
copper pipes, and forms its own high temperatute crucible. After 
several hours the temperature is slowly reduced and crystals form 
as the melt cools. Due to the addition of a stabilizer usually mag
nesium, calcium, or yttrium oxide, the melt crystallizes out as 
transparent Cubic Zirconia. Colour CZ is produced by rare earth 
additives and, in some cases, transition elements. 

CZ, MAN-MADE MATERIALS 

In competition cutting, man-made materials are almost certain to 
be specified in some part. The AFG 2002 competition has 20 
designs, (Novice 8, Intermediate 4 ,  Open 8) and nine (4 5%) are 
man-made material. In the Open, 4 stones are man-made, 2 Spine! 
and 2 CZ. The main reason for this is that good material is cheap 
and is easy to obtain. It is also much more difficult to cut than 
some of the natural stones specified, with small chips in the latter 
stages, being a constant problem. 

The harder man-made stones (Corundum HM9, Spine! HM8, CZ 
HM8) are best cut throughout on diamond and respond to more or 
less the same procedure. 

CZ, COPPER, FDSUPERLUBE 

The trials on CZ, Corundum and Spine] were done on copper laps 
using Frank Dickson's Superlube method of using PTFE grease as 
1 carrier for the diamond. FDSuperlube was covered in SC 1 7  and 
SCJ8. 

CUTTfNG CZ, CORUNDUM, SPfNEL (m/m), Rough Lap 
( JOOu) 

Due to the speed of manufacture, all man-made material tends to 
be brittle and doesn't need much encouragement to chip. Rough 
laps produce tramline scratches (feed marks running in the general 
direction of the cutting), which will give small chips on the facet 
edges if not completely eliminated. Move on to a finer lap as soon 
as the lumps and bumps are removed. 

MEDIUM LAP (25u) 

This is the defining lap for man-made stones. It produces a con
sistent finish on all materials; chip free with a reflective surface. 
The finish is sometimes good enough to go to polish but not all the 
time. Check with the 1 Ox that there are no chips and no feed 
marks. Finish should be at least a fine orange peel with little vari
ation in the shades of grey. If you have dark spots you will proba
bly end up with pits on your polished facet, as they are a lot 
deeper than you think. This is the time to get rid of the problems 
that will cost you marks. 

PREPOLISH LAP 

The prepolish lap is any lap that will give the required finish to 
make polish easy. What is the required finish? In the case of 
man-made stones. it is a highly reflective surface with only a slight 

haze of fine trawline scratches. To gauge your surface finish use a 
small flat mirror. Mask off the mirror to give an area smaller than 
the table of your stone. Obtain a view of your machine light bulb 
in the mirror at roughly the position you would view your stone. 
Look for some small definition such as black lettering by which 
you can judge your finish. Breathing on the mirror will give you 
an idea of the finish, which will give you all sorts of problems on 
polish. 

POLISH 

Polishing CZ seems to work on the inverse proportion principle. 
The harder you tty, the worse it gets. Spending too much time 
trying to polish out faults can end up in the facet face breaking 
down into a series of pits and scratches. The answer is to spend 
more time getting your prepolish right and less time on the finals. 
Of course it is easier said than done. 

CZ prepolishes well on 8u copper using FDSuperlube with a 
highly reflective surface and well defined facet edges. The haze 
caused by the fine trawlines is easily polished out 1 /2u or l/4 u on 
tin. 

CZ prepolishes well on ceramic using I u diamond. The finish is 
not as good as 8u copper, but the definition of the facet edges is 
much sharper. With the correct lighting the haze and fine lines are 
easily seen and a final polish with l /4u on typemetal should re
move them. § 

FACETING SYNTHETIC GEMSTONES 
DESIGN NO. 4 OF A SERIES 

LIGHTHOUSE 

By Edith B Strout 

DITOR 'S NOTE: This article has been approved/or publica
ion in this newsletter by the EDITOR OF THE LAPIDARY 
OURNAL in which publication it appeared in the July, /97 l is
ue. The text or the diagrams MA Y NOT BE PUBLISHED in 

other ne111s/etters, 1vhether or not the USFG has a reciprocal pub
ishing agreen1ent. § 

THE LIGHTHOUSE is an adaptation ofa skew or zig-zag cut to a 
coffin or shield shape. The shape was determined by the rough 
half of a split boule of corundum in padparadscha color. The 
shape is sometimes called a coffin shape, but to me is more similar 
to the top of a lighthouse. This is even more pronounced by the 
zig-zagged center part, all aglow with light, in a pattern often seen 
in light-house lenses. 

Either crown or pavilion can be cut first, as you prefer. Since the 
pavilion is a deep one, 70% of the widest part of the stone, it 
might be safest to do the pavilion first, to be sure you have suffi
cient depth. Because of the deep pavilion, weight of the finished 
stone was only 35.92% that of the rough. 

Dop the stone and align with the widest end nearest the column of 
the faceting machine. After establishing the girdle line by laying 
in the first six facets, the two ends are ground. These will establish 
the points that the long skew facets on the sides must meet. Be 
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sure to measure accurately when doing the end facets to see that 
numbers 5 and 6, for instance, are the same width, numbers 1 1  and 
1 2, and so on. 

When doing the long side skew facets, I deviated from the usual 
procedure in that I finished grinding one side complete, then did 
the other side, instead of doing the corresponding facets on both 
sides first. In either case, the "cheater" or compound angle, will 
have to be used and will need to be changed for each facet. Be 
sure to return to the O mark after using the cheater before going on 
to the next facet. 

Both angle and compound figure can only be approximate. I have 
listed what I used but any change in proportions of the facets on 
the ends will mean changes in the angles for the skew facets. 
Also, because the difference in both angle and direction is quite 
small between some of the facets, great care must be taken partic
ularly in the final polish to be sure the points meet and do not 
overcut. But the care necessary for good workmanship will pay 
off in a beautiful stone. 

Polish as usual from the culet toward the girdle. Also polish the 
girdle. 

Re-dop, grind and polish the table, keeping in mind that the crown 
is 27% of the total depth of the stone and the finished table is 50% 
of the width of the stone. Note that the shape of the stone and the 
table is repeated in the design but is reversed top for bottom, 
formed by the skew facets. 

The same remarks regarding working the pavilion apply to the 
crown. In grinding facet numbers 9 and I 0, undercut these a little 
at the table corners, so that face numbers 1 1  and 1 3  when ground, 
will not cut into them, but just meet. Any small over or undercut
ting can be taken out when polishing. 

Polish as usual from the table to the girdle. § 
Table soiy0 of width. 
Depth 7011/0 of width. 
Width is 550;0 of length. 
Angles are for corundum. 
Figures inside are order or grind. 
Agures outside are Index numbers. 
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USFG F ACETERS E-MAIL LIST 
Welcome Faceters! - Faceters List Guidelines and Policies 

The Faceters List is an e-mail discussion group provided and 
hosted for faceters as an educational and information resource for 
faceters·by the United States Faceters Guild. If you are a faceter or 
have developed an interest in faceting you are welcome to join us. 
List Comniand Addresses: To subscribe: usfgfaceterslist
subscribe@yahoogroups.com. To post (subscribers only): usfg
faceterslist@yahoogroups.com, To unsubscribe: usfgfaceterslist
unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com. 
A BBS style web interface to the Faceters List with searchable 
archives, files areas for Faceters List members to upload/down
load gemstone designs, pictures, articles and other files, and au
tonomously adjust their distribution preferences is provided at 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/usfgfaceterslist Further general 
help on using Yahoo Groups is online at http://help.yahoo.com/ 
help/groups. 
Each new member is encouraged to post a short bio to the list 
upon joining to help us to get to know each other better. 
Please keep your posts to the Faceters List confined to topical 
matters of interest to the entire group. The Faceters List is dedi
cated to education and the sharing of information about faceting -
posts of questions and answers, tips, techniques, hints, help and 
other faceting related information are appropriate and encouraged. 
When responding to a message, decide for yourself if your re
sponse should be sent directly to the individual as an off-list, pri
vate email, or if it's of interest to the group at large. 
All posts to the Faceters List are copyright as works of auth<Jrship 
by their respective authors and may not be republished, except in 
the course of distribution to the Faceters List and in the USFG 
Faceters List Archives, without the expressed permission of the 
posting author. 
Spams, flames, profanity, abusive advertising, and topically irrele
vant content posted to the Faceters List may be filtered at the dis
cretion of the list moderators. Please identify the subject of your 
post with a *descriptive* subject line. When responding to a mes
sage use copy-and-paste techniques to reference or quote pertinent 
text. 

Please submit your posts to the USFG Faceters List using plain 
text only and not in HTML or "rich text" formats. Graphics, bina
ries, and email attachments will not be directly distributed to the 
F aceters List. 

Off the Dop: Just finish a stone? You're invited to share what 
you've cut and your results with us! 
Announcements and Advertisements: Hobbyists with wants or 
faceting equipment to sell are encouraged to submit wanted or for 
sale posts to that effect. Manufacturers, distributors, dealers and 
commercial entities who traffic in faceting related equipment and 
rough are welcome as Faceters List members and participants and 
may also periodically post ads or notices to the Faceters List. 
Please clearly designate all advertisements and commercial an
nouncements by preceding the other terms in your post's subject 
line with 11 Advertisement: ". 
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Commercial advertisers please limit your freqency to one ad per 
month maximum. The list administrator( s) may filter posts con
taining excessive promotional or commercial content or revoke 
'ist membership of abusive or problematic advertisers. The 
:'aceters List is provided by the USFG as an educational and in
formation resource and not as a venue for free advertising and 
promotion by commercial interests. 
Notices of club or guild shows and other events of interest to the 
faceting community at large are also welcome. 
If you have a lengthy list of items to advertise, do not post your 
entire list - simply summarize what's on your list and provide an 
email address or URL for further information. 
Announcements and advertisements are provided for informa
tional purposes only. The USFG does not endorse or otherwise 
recommend any seller or advertiser, and strongly advises you to 
scrutinize and make your own determinations as to the integrity 
and qualifications of those with whom you deal. 
Feedback: Member suggestions or comments on USFG Faceters 
List administration, and how you think this resource could be im
proved or should be changed are welcome. 
Disclaimer: Posts to and opinions expressed on the Faceters List 
are those of its members, content contributors and list administra
tors and not the USFG. 
Faceters List Mentors: Shy in front of groups? Have a machine 
specific question? These mentors will help you directly: 
Rob Kulakofsky: rob@facetingmachines.com Ultra Tee and Poly
metric machines 
Jeff Graham: jeff@faceters.com Ultra Tee machines, selecting 
gem designs and rough 
Joe Mangelsdorf: Joeala96@aol.com Ultra Tee machines 
Douglas Turet anotherbrightid@hotmail.com Ultra Tee Model 
V2, Lee "OK" Faceter 

Criss Morgan: criss@cox.net Fac-Ette GemMasterll, Ultra-Tee 
and Graves 
The mentors will forward your questions and their answers to the 
Faceters List at large when they consider the information to be of 
interest or potential help to others, but will omit your identity if 
you request so. 

Faceters List Moderators: 
Rob Kulakofsky rob@facetingrnachines.com 
Tim Ballentine ballent@aol.com 
Jeff Ford jltford@net-link.net 
Marty Hart martin.hart@nashville.com § 

THE LOUPE 

By Dr. Herschmann 

This presentation is designed to describe the use of the Loupe and 
:he Spectroscope (EDITOR 'S NOTE: The spectroscope was not 
included in this original article) by those of us who dare to cut 
gems. Both instruments can be helpful to us; the former may be 
the most useful single tool available, the latter is of considerable 
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help in documenting the identity of both rough and cut stones. Al
though these comments are primarily for our use perhaps gemmol
ogists may also fmd them of value. 

THE LOUPE 

As I mentioned above, this relatively inexpensive instrument is of 
great value both to faceters and gemmologists. The latter have 
agreed that the I Ox loupe is the standard in evaluating diamonds. 
For our purposes, the loupe is helpful in examining both rough 
and finished gemstones as well as considering our progress while 
cutting and polishing a stone. 

WHICH LOUPE TO BUY 

A fme quality I Ox loupe is corrected for various problems: 

Chromatic aberration or distortion, the result of dispersion due to 
the glass used in the manufacture of the lens, causes colour fringes 
to be produced around an image. Corrected by using lenses with 
differing dispersion, the resulting combination is known as achro
matic. 

Spherical aberration results in an image with hazy and uneven cir
cumference. The image formed by the thinner edges of the lens 
falls in a different plane than that in the centre. Again, multiple 
lenses, each with a differing curvature are combined to correct this 
problem resulting in an aplanatic lens. 

Lenses corrected for both chromatic and spherical aberration are 
known as apochromaiic. These are the most desirable loupes to 
purchase. 

The lens can be tested easily enough with a piece of graph paper 
containing closely spaced lines. If the lines are fringed with 
colour, chromatic aberration is present; if they are in focus at the 
centre, blurred or curved at the periphery of your view, spherical 
aberration is the problem. 

It is best to own a lens which corrects for both of these problems, 
one such as the Hastings Triplet. A black housing is advisable to 
eliminate glare, rather than a silver or gold one. The depth of field 
of the I Ox lens is one inch, a distance which permits examination 
both of the surface and the interior of a piece of rough or a gem. 
Here, unlike in the world of the computer or telescope, greater 
power is not better. 

USING THE LOUPE 

If you want to buy a stone in a jewelry store, you have two 
choices. Handling a loupe as I'll describe is a dead giveaway that 
you are in the field and instantly will evoke the salesperson's atten
tion. You can either reveal your expertise and be treated as a fel
low, or hide it and ascertain ifhe is trying to mislead you. 

I )  Clean the stone with alcohol or methyl hydrate and dry it 
with a paper which does not leave lint. Al Manestar found 
that Canadian Tire Shop Towels are very useful in this re
gard. Kimwipes (from Kimberly Clark) are another such 
paper, but Kleenex leaves lint on the gem. 
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2) Hold the lens close to your eye steadying your hand against spectra or both, cerium the blue spectra is optical grade cerium, 

your cheek or nose. For example, if you are holding the that is the only difference. 1 use a 1200 all the time for pre polish 
lens housing between thumb and index finger, the latter and it works fine, but for a large area as you pointed out the 3000 
curved around it, the bent thumb can rest against your pre polish would make it a lot quicker to polish, going with your 
cheekbone. The loupe is now steady and secure. 1200 is practical though. I have a friend that polishes quartz with 

3 )  With your other hand, move the rough, gemstone or jewelry 
towards the lens until it comes into focus. Note that tweez-
ers or fingers can drop a stone, so ensure this accident will 
not result in loss or fracture of the gemstone being exam
ined. "Com tongs" may be helpful in securing a stone. 
Shaking of the hand can be prevented by steadying against 
the hand holding your lens, e.g. the base of the thumb of the 
hand holding the stone can be braced against the curved 
fourth and fifth fingers of the loupe hand. 

4 )  Keep both eyes open and leave eyeglasses on. Brace your 
arms against your chest or a table to steady the combination 
ofloupe, gemstone and hands. You can now examine the 
stone. 

LIGHTING 

Perhaps this should have been mentioned first. However, most 
faceters are likely to look at rough material under less than opti
mal conditions, at shows or with a friend. What follows is de
signed to offer perspectives on the use of light with the loupe. 

-Preferably, light should be on the stone and not aimed di
rectly into the eyes of the observer. This permits exposure of 
internal features as if a "dark field" has been created. 

-If at a table or faceting machine, the lamp should be aimed 
slightly above, to the front, and to the right (if the right eye is 
being used) of eye level. 

-One can use a white card to reflect light into a stone. Wig
gling a finger behind a gem cut with a shallow enough pavil
ion to allow a window (the "Bonanno-Wiggly-Finger Tech
nique") may help in revealing an inclusion. 

-Transmitted light can also be used to highlight inclusions; 
light coming from the side of the stone is preferable. 

- The material may also be immersed in water or another suit
able fluid in a container appropriate for the examination. This 
applies to smaller stones in a shallow-walled immersion cell. 
You may recall the one inch depth of field ofour loupes. 

(Adapted in part from 

TE.1;1s FACE/ER'S GUILD NEWSLETTER. October. /999/ § 

POST FROM THE USFG "F ACETERS LIST" 

From Art Kavan 
SUBJECT: Ultra Laps 

Ultra laps are not expensive, come five to a pack in both 6" and 
8 11

, you use the ceramic as a master lap as it is very flat. You can 
use whatever lap you want for a master lap though. Cerium or 
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50,000 diamond and it looks OK, not a competition polish but 
OK. I personally could never get a competition polish on quartz 
with diamond and spent months trying to accomplish it with 
200,000 diamond on every conceivable lap out there. No you 
don't use diamond over a cerium ultra lap. Sometime if a stone is 
very pesky I may give a cerium ultra lap a little boost with cerium 
slurry, but for the most part I will polish three or four stones with 
one ultra lap just as it comes out of the package and then discard 
it. I use like a half drop of dish soap as a surfactant in a quart of 
drip water and run it about one drip per two seconds and lap speed 
at 1 50 RPM. Tin and tin/lead laps work best with diamond but 
are good with oxides too. You should keep them separate though, 
don't try to go from diamond to oxides on the same lap. My best 
advise to all concerned is get with someone who really knows how 
to use the proper lap for the material being polished and watch a 
demonstration. You will learn more in ten minutes than you will 
on your own in ten months. As with the ceramic, if you see some
one polish with it, you will be amazed as to how little diamond is 
used. § 

POST FROM THE USFG "F ACETERS LIST" 

From Ed Mansfield 
SUBJECT: Alcohol For Cleaning 

As a pharmacist in industry, I have access to many alcohols & sol
vents, all of which have been used by me at one time or another to 
clean shellac and dop wax and epoxy residues from dopped. 
stones. I have used methanol (methyl alcohol, wood alcohol), 
ethanol (denatured [grain]) alcohol and everclear) and isopropanol 
(isopropyl alcohol). None of these compounds will leave a 
residue, except when whatever is being cleaned off, is not entirely 
removed. Rubbing alcohol commonly found in pharmacies does 
not contain glycerin unless obviously labeled as such. Most phar
maceutical "rubbing alcohol" is SD alcohol 4 0, which is one of the 
denaturing formulas approved by the FDA for use on humans and 
the BA TF for denaturing. The ingredients used to make denatured 
alcohol SD 4 0  are so closely related to distillation and evaporation 
temperatures as to make the product useless to refine into pure 
alcohol (ethanol, for consumption), and poisonous to those who 
try. There are hundreds of formulae and all are indicated by an SD 
number. Ethanol has good cleaning value, but I have never found 
it as fast and as good as methanol or isopropanol. My preference 
is for methanol, as it does not contain water (I to 2% or more) as 
does "denatured alcohol" and can be used in the alcohol lamp. 
The only ethanol free of water is absolute alcohol, and is available 
only to research, medical institutions, and pharmacies and is very 
expensive. I would not doubt that the denatured alcohols found in 
hard\vare stores are other than SD 40, however, the fact remains 
that the denaturants retain many of the same properties as the alco
hol. In other words, solvents. My method ofremoval after finish
ing a pavilion is to place the stone and the dop into a glass jar witr 
enough alcohol to completely cover the stone and set it aside for 
awhile (I  l -24 hours). !fl am in a hurry, l will slightly heat the 
dop, just enough to soften the wax, and then place the stone in al-
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coho!, cap the jar (only after cooling!). When I use epoxy, I use a 
soak of acetone and a combination of, or either, epoxy solvent 
(remover), and then clean with lsopropyl alcohol. § 

SOME THOUGHTS ON 
DESIGNING FACET CUTS 

By Thomas J. Ricks 

The comparatively recent publicity about the use of computers and 
programmable calculators in designing facet cuts migbt lead many 
would-be designers to conclude that successful designing is im
possible without such electronic aids. In fact, computers and cal
culators just provide increased speed and accuracy in application 
of the necessary mathematical manipulations. Also, many designs 
can be accomplished without any math at all. The following com
ments were extracted, with permission, from an article on the sub
ject by Paul C. Smith and provide some insigbts into how designs 
can be worked out empirically. 

CUT AND TRY FACET DESIGNING 

The scientific approach to facet designing involves figuring an
gles and indexing, using trig formulas and allowing for such im
portant considerations as refractive index, critical angle, etc. In 
this manner it is possible to come up with a design that is sure to 
be cuttable. But, because of the number of variables involved, the 
designer is still not able to predict how successful the design will 
be from a standpoint of optical performance. Only the actual cut
ting will show that. 

The other approach, which migbt be called the cut-and-try 
method, would be to start at the faceting machine, and, using the 
knowledge acquired from months or years of faceting experience, 
to work out the angles and indexing as you go. 

Both methods have their advantages and disadvantages, and actu
ally a combination of both should give the best results. Although 
the author relies heavily on the mathematical approach, he does 
not hesitate to use cut-and-try methods if needed. For example, 
often when a new design has been calculated and cut, even though 
the results are fairly satisfactory he still comes down with a bad 
case of "what ifs." "What if ! increase the crown angles a wee bit . 
or decrease the pavilion angles a little?" Would that improve or 
worsen the pattern? To get the answer would ordinarily mean cut
ting several more complete stones - and that's what this article is 
about. 

i'E.EP / "' £DlrE.5.,-,r.;:===:::;:;�;;;;�===='D�OP Of t.POXV 
TH/IV -..... 1Ct":JffY
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Method of assembling a separately cut crown and pavilion for 
comparison purposes in developing a facet design. 

The solution is to cut separate crowns and pavilions and combine 
them for the final result. As shown in the diagram, the crown and 
pavilion can be assembled, with a drop of some suitable liquid 
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between them. When the crown and pavilion are pressed together, 
the liquid spreads and eliminates any air layer between them. 
This avoids reflections at the girdle plane. I use a drop of epoxy 
resin from a 2-part mix; don't mix the hardener with it unless you 
don't want to take it apart. That would defeat the test. Other liq
uids might be suitable - STP, honey, or similar liquids. Water is 
not viscous enougb and evaporates quickly. 

One disadvantage of this method is that you have to cut two large 
facets at the girdle plane • one on the crown and one on the pavil
ion. However, they do not need to be higbly polished. The wet
ting action of the liquid allows the light to go througb freely. I cut 
these two large surfaces first and then dop to them to cut the 
crown and pavilion. 

Now for the advantages. Suppose that you cut 3 crowns, all with 
sligbtly different main angles, and 3 pavilions, also with slightly 
different main angles. Other facet angles are adjusted according 
to the mains. When you go to assemble crowns and pavilions you 
have 9 possible combinations. In other words, by cutting the 
equivalent of 3 complete stones (a crown and a pavilion, plus the 
two girdle plane facets at their junction) you have the privilege of 
viewing 9 facet designs! The number of possible combinations is 
equal to the square of the number of crowns and pavilions cut: 4 
crowns and 4 pavilions 16 combinations; 5 crowns and 5 pavilions 
= 25 combinations, and so on. 

A disadvantage is that you can't make a direct comparison be
tween two combinations; you have to remember how the first one 
looked and go on to the next. However, if you think you have it 
narrowed down to two choices you can always make a duplication 
of crown or pavilion as the case may be. For example, if you had it 
down to either crown No. 1 + pavilion No. 2 or crown No. I and 
pavilion No. 3, make a duplicate of crown No. 1 and you can then 
make a direct comparison. This might not seem worthwhile unless 
you thought you were on to something really super. 

Another advantage of this system is that you can rotate crown with 
respect to pavilion and see the results. Sometimes the results are 
surprising. Contra!)' to some preconceived ideas, it is not always 
bad to stagger the crown and pavilion mains. 

The system can be extended by varying other factors; for example, 
you can try combining step-cut or fan-cut crowns with brilliant 
style pavilions, or vice-versa. All this without having to cut so 
many complete stones. You may think of other possibilities. The 
field is wide open. 

Naturally, you would not want to experiment with expensive mate
rial. Quartz is cheap and will serve pretty well for the low refrac
tive index range; higb-lead glass does pretty well in the higher 
ranges. You might even want to use CZ if you thought the design 

justified it. 

How much should you vary the angles on crowns and pavilions? I 
find that a small change in pavilion angles has more effect than the 
same change in crown angles. Therefore, for example, your 
choice for pavilion angles might be 40, 41, and 42 degrees, and 
crowns could be, say, 36, 39 and 42 degrees. As mentioned ear
lier, this gives you 9 combinations. § 
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USFG MEMBERS' WEBSITES 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The primary purpose of the following list is 
one of co,nmunication; a communication that exists and is possi
ble amongst us --A. USFG members with websites; B. Members 
who have electronic mail potential but do not have websites; C. 
And members who have only regular (snail) mail potential. 

We are a Guild composed of Professional and Hobbyist Gem 
Cutters; Inventors of Faceting Equipment, Laps, Faceting Ma
chines etc.; Scientists, Engineers and Teachers. If our menibers 
have commodities for sale or free exchange, the USFG officers 
reel that this information is extremely important for all members 
of the USFG to have on hand. Lest you are concerned that this 
is commercialism, please be advised that the USFG does not 
benefit financially one iota from this endeavor -- it is only com
mu11ication of useful i11formatio11. 

THIS IS ALSO A NOTICE to USFG members who are dealers 
that have !lillJl. electronic mail and/or dealers who have onlv reg
ular mail; please send the following information to Charles 
Moon (address in USFG Newsletter) and enclose the following 
instructions: I. Name of business; 2. E-mail address, if you have 
one; 3. Snail mail address and telephone; 4. Describe the 
essence of your business in 25 words or less.§ 

JOHN BAILEY: VINDICO:Rough and cut gemstones and fin
ished jewelry. Interactive web site through which other faceters 
are invited to market their work. 
WEBSITE: www.gemstoneartists.com 
E-MAIL: <director@cvc.net> 
JOHN BAILEY 
5 1 3 9  Shasta Way, 

Klamath Falls, OR 9 760 3 
Tele: 54 1-88 3-24 34 
*************************************************** 
JEFF GRAHAM: Gram Faceting: Rough available: Tourmaline, 
Gamet, Sapphires, Quartz, Beryl, Peridot, Topaz, Gram Faceting 
books, "ask Jeff" faceting related questions, cut stones, links. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.faceters.com>www.faceters.com> 
E-MAIL: <mailto:jeff@faceters.com>jeff@faceters.com> 
JEFF GRAHAM 
Gram Faceting 
P.O. Box 18 38 5  
Tucson, AZ 8 5 7 3  I 
************************************************ 
BOB KELLER: Bob's Rock Shop/Rock&Gem Magazine On
line: "!'he Internet's first nzine" for mineral collectors, lapidary 
hobbyists and rockhounds features online articles, show and club 
lists, free classified ads, Rock Net and more. 
WEBSITE: http://www.rockhounds.com 
E-MAIL: <bkeller@rockhounds.com 
BOB KELLER 
22 7 West Rillito Street 
Tucson, AZ 8 5 70 5  
************************************************ 
ANDY KILIKAUSKAS: Mojave Gems: The purpose ofmy site 
1s to display my faceted & cabbed gems, and to give people some 
background information about gemcutting. 
WEBSITE: <http://ndti.net/andyk/wkpage.htm> 
E-MAIL: <andyk@ridgenet.net> 
************************************************ 
ROB KULAKOFSKY: COLOR WRIGHT. We sell most major 
brands of faceting machines, laps (including BATT laps ), saws 
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and other accessories for the faceter at discount prices. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.facetingmachines.com> 
E-Mail: <rob@facetingmachines.com> 
(Toll free): 8 7 7- 54 8-1 4 3 9  
************************************************ 
JEAN MARR: MystiCrystals, Gifts from the Heart of the Earth: 
Our searchable web site features information about our show 
schedule, gemstone jewelry, faceted gemstones, custom faceting, 
gem trees, gem tree supplies, facet rough, and contains articles by 
Jean on gemology and faceting. 
WEBSITE: <www.MystiCrystaJs.com> 
E-MAIL: <sales@mysticrylstals.com> 
JEAN MARR 
PO BOX 1 8 1 5 
Kernersville, NC 12 18 5 
3 36- 5 9 5- 38 70 

**************************************************** 
JASON P. MEEKS: Shadow Enterprise; Custom Gemstone De
sign and Loose Gemstone Sales. Finished Jewelry and gemstone 
information pages. Discounts available to members of the USFG 
and !GS. Knifemakers Gemstones 
WEBSITE: <http://www.shadowenterprise.com> 
E-Mail: <shadowenterprise@aol.com> 
Fax: 601-898- 1 1 2 9  
TELE: 601 - 7 50-2 1 9 1  
JASON P. MEEKS 
Shadow Enterprise, Inc. 
P.O. Box 4 1 9  
Ridgeland, MS 3 9  I 58-04 1 9  
******************************************* 
GLEN & VENETTA PROBST: English Language Cyber Cen
ter at Brigham Young U. Reveals: A photo story about making a 
gemstone for learners of English as a second language. It is part 
of my website for the English Language Cyber Center at Brigham 
Young University. (Recommended: Excellent article, "Making a 
Gemstone.") WEBSITE: <http:/ /humanities.byu.edu/elc/student/ 
adventures/gemstones/gemstone.html> 
E-MAIL: <softec@itsnet.com> 
GLEN W. PROBST 
380 N. 1 200 E. 

Orem, Utah 84 0 9 7 
******************************************************* 
DIXIE THOMAS REALE: Kounting House. The web site is 
primarily designed for sale of rocks. It has a catalog page with 
rock descriptions and pictures, as well as a one of a kind page with 
cabs and jewelry and some of my son's art works. There is also a 
rock of the month page with information on how the rocks are 
formed, and instruction on working the stones. There are a couple 
of field trips with maps and instructions to digging areas in the 
Northwestern U.S.A. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.dopplerfx.com/kounting> 
E-MAIL: <dixietr@magiclink.com> 
DIXIE THOMAS REALE 
50 3 West 8th, 

Jerome, Idaho 8 3 3 38 
************************************************ 
JONATHAN L. ROLFE: Jon Rolfe, Gearloose.com: Online ar
ticles illusrrate how to build your own laps, faceting machines, 
digital angle readouts for existing production machines. Some 
examples of Jon's gemcutting appear & information re his Batt 
Lap. There are links to other gemcutting sites and organizations. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.gearloose.com> 
E-MAIL: <webmaster@gearloose.com> 
JONATHAN L. ROLFE 
PO Box 5 3 3  
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North Easton, MA 02 3 56 
************************************************ 
JOHN FRANKE: FACET SHOPPE. Since 1 9 90 we promote 
the art of gem cutting by offering information, rough and cut gem
stones, lapidary equipment and supplies for faceters of all skill 
levels, and maintain the Datavue Gem Design Database. No 
email? Write or call for free price list 
WEBSITE: <http://www.gemcutter.com> 
E-MAIL: <facet@gemcutter.com> 
John Franke 
PO Box 4 4 9 
Port Townsend, WA 98 368 
Tele: 360- 38 5-4 520 
FAX: 360- 38 5-92 56 
************************************************ 
C.R. SMITH: Prospectors Pouch, Inc. Developer of the Mirror 
Facet(tm)Kit/ Mirror Blend system. A joy to use. In jewelry, lap
idary over 30 yrs. Prospect and promote Georgia Gems and Min
erals. Experience: past operator of school for faceting, cabbing 
and jewelry manufacturing. F.G.A. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.prospectorspouch.com> 
E-MAIL <prospectorspouch@mindspring.com> 
C.R. Smith, Prospector's Pouch, Inc. 
28 50 Hwy. 4 1  North, P.O. Box 112 
Kennesaw, GA 30144 
Tele: ( 7 70) 4 2 7-648 1, fax ( 7 70)4 2 7-64 8 1  
************************************************ 
ALLEN C. PETERSEN, GG: Newgatc Gems, LLC 
We offer faceting rough, colored gemstones and faceting equip
ment (Ultra Tee and Polymetrics dealer). Our newest feature is a 
line of 100% cotton sportswear that is embroidered with our cus
tom "facet machine" logo. 
WEBSITE: <www.newgems.com> Please note: Website in con
struction but will be operative by March. 
E-MAIL: <allen@newgems.com> 
ALLEN C. PETERSEN, GG 
P.O. BOX 8 3  
Weatogue, CT 0608 9 
************************************************ 
SKITTER GEMS 
20 5 South 1 5th St. 
Norfolk, NE 68 701-4 80 3 
E. Don Cook 
Phone: 402- 3 7 1-0668 
Fax: 4 02- 3 7 9- 5 5 36 
e-mail: edcook@ncfcomm.com e.mail: kookoo@digisys.net 
web: \VW\v.ncfcomm.com/skitter-gems 
************************************************ 
MIKE SCANLAN: PEBBLE DESIGNS 
Rough and cut gemstones, finished jewelry and jewelry compo
nents. 
WEBSITE: <www.pebbledesignsbymolly.com> 
E-MAIL: <pebbledesigns@aol.com> OR <scanlanmg@aol.com> 
MIKE SCANLAN 
PO BOX 1014 
Hixson TN 3 7 34 3  
************************************************ 

USFG MEMBERS, DEALERS WITH 
E-MAIL BUT WITHOUT WEBSITES 

Business Name: FACETS OF NEWBERRY. 
Essence of Business: : Small part time business engaged in custom 
cutting and repair of colored gemstones. Business can be reached 
by mail. ... Business can be reach by mail. 
BILL EHNEY 

2 9  

1 728 Boundary St. 
Newberry, SC 2 9 108 
E-mail: <W.ehney@worldnet.att.net> 
Tele: 80 3-2 76-882 7 
************************************************ 
Business Name: GEMART SERVICES 
Essence of Business: Specializing in providing facet rough to the 
cutter; custom cut gems to the jeweler and to the collector. Our 
public exposure is through several shows, as well as mail order. 
List available. 

JERRY NEWMAN 
42-4 52 Bob Hope Dr. 
PMB 20 3 
Rancho Mirage, CA 922 70 
E-mail: <GEMARTSERV@aol.com> 
************************************************ 
Business Name: MOON STONES 
Essence of Business: Lapidary and Faceting Equipment. Business 
primarily one of "drop shipping." 
CHARLES L. MOON 
1 5 5  Myrtle Court 
Arcata, CA 9 5 521-6 5 1 1  
E-mail: <clmoon@pacbell.net> 
Tele: 70 7-822-606 3 
************************************************ 
Business Name: SPARKLE GEMS 
Essence of Business: We provide top quality gem facet rough to 
the discriminating facetor at truly low prices. "If it doesn't Sparkle, 
it's not from Sparkle Gems." 
MICHAEL E. ROLFING 
2694 E. Garvey Ave. So. #12 5 
West Covina, CA 9 1  7 9 1  
Tele: 626-966- 5684 
E-mail: <sparklegems@sparklegems.net> 
Fax: 626-966- 5 98 5 
URL: WWW.Sparklegems.net 
******************************************************* 

PLEASE NOTE: If any of the USFG MEMBERS have NOT re
sponded to the above possibility of this kind of communication -
Business WITH WEBSITE, Business WITH E-MAIL BUT NO 
WEBSITE and Business WITH REGULAR-MAIL COMMUNI
CATION, ONLY - as seen in the DECEMBER 9 9  and MARCH 
00 NEWSLETTER , please send your information to Charles. 
L.Moon; the address is above. It will be published in the next 
Newsletter. § 
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AUSTRALIAN FACETERS' GUILD much dreaded Visual Effect category and you will see in the 

ANNOUNCES THE schedule that the points are divided up in the other remaining ob-

INTERNATIONAL FACETING CHALLENGE 2004 
jective categories. They do stipulate that situations like a blatantly 
obvious fisheye will result in points deducted from the total. 

On behalf of the International Faceting Challenge Committee, I 
am announcing the release of the 2004 Schedules. The material 
requirement for this faceting contest is all natural for those of you 
who disdain synthetics. Those who have retained their eligiblity 
have received their schedules already. Anyone interested in quali
fying please contact me or see the entry form for details, the dead
lines are as follows: 

I must receive the entry qualification form no later than August I st 
200 3 to get you the certified forms and Schedule. Ideally this will 
happen much earlier for you to start cutting sooner. According to 
the Official Entry Form for 2002 , the entry fee and form must be 
sent to Australia no later than August 3 1st, 200 3. The Australian 
IFC committee will send the shipping boxes directly to your ad
dress ofrecord on the official entry form. Should you wish to sub
mit the entry fee in their required form with the eligibility form 
directly to the Australian Commimee their address is listed on the 
entry form. The last date to mail stones is January 3 1, 2004. They 
must be postmarked by that date. Results will be announced at the 
Gemboree at the Australian National Gem and Mineral Show held 
on April 9 through April 12, 2004 in Waragul, Victoria. Entries 
and Judging Sheets will be posted via air mail to participants by 
April 30, 2002. You can expect up to 6-8 weeks to get them back. 

Regarding comments in previous issues of the USFG Newsletter 
regarding the past IFC contests, 1 respect your concerns regarding 
the judging of the competition stones. The committee is aware of 
your concerns and 1 would like to respond. 

First there is an official protest policy for participants who make 
formal protests regarding the scoring of their stones. Those who 
made their concerns immediately after the 2002 IFC stones were 
returned were invited to make a formal protest. This offer was de
clined. Concerned participants for the 2004 competition will be 
also encouraged to protest any scores as well. The procedure is to 
notify me in writing, 1 will inform the committee and the commit
tee will then make recommendations which may include returning 
the stones depending upon the severity of the issue. 

Second, the IFC 2004 is asking for US judges to come and help 
with judging. Unfortunately the travel expenses cannot be com
pensated. If I don't participate in the cutting, I am planning to par
ticipate in the judging for 2004 should no one else come forward. 
Ed Romack from the United States has been a judge for numerous 
!FC contests, and can attest that no two judges are exactly identi
cal, this is also obvious in the USFG judging certification program 
as well. I have always contended that serving in the hot box of 
judging (for any type of competition) will clearly offer more in
sight into cutting and make people better competitors. 

Bill Horton is planning to compete and attend the 2004 Gemboree 
and would love for a group to join him there. Maybe some of your 
local gem and mineral clubs could help with either fundraising or 
with subsidizing your own trip. They will have educational work
shops which makes it a legitimate deductible or fundable expense 
for non-profit educational groups. 

Another change that they are publicizing is the removal of the 
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These changes are a good faith effort that the IFC committee is 
making on behalfofall cutters world wide. I hope many of you 
consider participating as a response to accepting these offerings 
and continue the challenge that I think the United States cutters 
can achieve not only the single stone win but the Team competi
tion award also. For an official schedule, please fill out the eligi
bility form and return it to me for certification. 
Sincerely, Jill Rowlands 
2004 IFC coordinator for USA, Mexico, & South America gems
byj @ aol .com 
7 1 3- 728-4 9 12 
9 9 5 5  S. Post Oak Rd. #298 Houston TX 7 70 96 § 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Listed below is a summary of rules and re-
7Uirements for each of the three sections. Cutters interested in 
Darticipating in the AFC should contact Jill Rowlands for com
olete rules and requirements. See stone diagran1s on page ???§ 

SECTION A 
Square Dozen, designed by Robert Strickland, of the USA. 
Material to be cut in natural Amethyst. 
Size 12.00mm±l- O. Imm flat to flat 

Judging Points Allocation 
This is a Modified Standard Cut with a specified size and will be 
judged under the following modified set of points using the .Aus
tralian Faceting Competition Rules as a basis but eliminating the 
controversial "Visual Effect" and substituting a Penalty for "Fish 
Eye" or Poor Performance. 

SECTION B 
Shining Beauty. designed by Ralph Mathewson (Van Sant), of 
the USA 
Material - to be cut in clear Topaz. 
Size 6mm to 1 2mm 

Judging Points Allocation 
This is a Modified Standard Cut and will be judged under the 
following modified set of points using the Australian Faceting 
Competition Rules as a basis but eliminating the controversial 
"Visual Effect" and substituting a Penalty for "Fish Eye" or Poor 
Performance. 

SECTION C 
Lowood Rose, designed by Don Randell, of Australia. 
Material - to be cut in natural Peridot 
Size 6mm to 12mm 

Judging Points Allocation 
This is a Modified Standard Cut and will be judged under the 
following modified set of points using the Australian Facetir 
Competition Rules as a basis but eliminating the controversia, 
"Visual Effect" and substituting a Penalty for "Fish Eye" or Poor 
Performance. § 
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Square Dozen 
by Robert W. Strickland 1 0121/9 
Angles for R.I. = 1.540 
61 + a girdles = 69 facets 
4-fold, mirror-image symmetly 
96 tndex 
L/W = 1.000 TIW = 0.624 UIW = 0.624 72 

54 

PIW = 0.548 CIW= 0.197 
Vol.Nv' = 0.349 18 

ID 

CROWN 

a 52.00' 96-24-48-72 

Vol. 12 No. 4 
.. 

18 

Leave some girdle 
.b 43.00' 01-23-.2.5-47- .Meela-G1-G2 

T 
C 

T 

1 

PC 28x Shining Beauty 
Mathewson.Ralph (Van Sant) 

Max Cone _32 deg 
Angles for-R.l .=  1.770 
-65+ 121lifdles = 77 facets 
2-fotd, mirror-image symmetly 
96 index 

49-71-73-95 
.c .35.50' 04-20-.28-44-

52-68-76-92 
. .d .32.20' .Q9..j5,33-39-

57-63-81-87 
e 34.50

° 12-36-60-84 
g 28.50' 12-36-60-84 Meet � 

0.00" Table 

PAVILION 

1 41.50' 09-15-33-39-
57-63-81-87 

2 41 .80' 12-36-60-84 Meet center point of 
1 

G1 90.00' 96-24-48-72 Establish size 
G2 90.00' 12-36-60-84 .Meet 1-2..Gl 
3 55.00' 01-23-25-47-

49-71-73-95 
4 65.00' 96-24-48-72 

The table is 12-sided and the outline is a square. 
Adapted from Cross Fonnee 07.100 by R. Strickland. 
This design is better suited to low refractive index 
materials than is the original Cross Formee. 

5' 
.. "' 

., "' 

.. "' 

" ,. 

" •• 
l./W = 1.314 T/W = 0.782 U/W = 0.482 
P/W = 0.569 C/W = 0.154 

.. 

"' 
" 

.. 

Vol.Nv' = 0.380 
C 

1 
3 1  

December, 2002 I 
PAVILION 

CROWN 

2 
3 
4 
5 

.. 

72 

18 

00.00· 24-72 
90.00' 16-32-64-80 
90.00' 06-40-56-88 
90.00" 96-48 
71.76' 96-48 
56.99' 06-40-56-88 
53.00' 16-32-64-80 
42.50' 24-72 
41.00' 03-09-15-21-

27-33-39-45-
51-57-63-89-
75-81-87-93 

LOWOOD ROSE 

By Don Randell 
Angles for R.I. = 1 .650 

A 
B 

C 
D 
E 

F 

G 
J 
H 
L 
K 
T 

51.00° 96-48 
37.16' 06-40-56-88 
44.65" 16-32-64-80 
34.57' 24-72 
35.00'" 04-44-52-92 
35.00' 12-36-60-84 
33.75' 20-28-68-76 
19.81' 16-32-64-80 
13.15' 96-48 
10.00' 96-48 
10.00' 16-32-64-80 
0.00' Table 

89 + 16 girdles = 105 facets 
8-fold, mirror-image symmetry 
.96 index 
l/W = 1 .000 T/W = 0295 U/W = 0295 
P/W= 0.463 CIW=0.168 
Vol.JW' = 0.222 

G 

CROWN PAVILION 

C1 30.00° 

C2 28.20' 

C3 23.80' 

C4 1 9.00' 

T 0.00' 

03-09-15-21-
2'.7-33-39-45-
51-57-63-69-
75-81-87-93 
03-09-15-21-
27-33-39-45-
51-57-63-69-
75-81-87-93 
96-12-24-36-
48-60-72-84 

06-18-30-42-
54-66-78-90 
Table 

G 90.00' 03-09-15-21-
27-33-39-45-
51-57-63-69-
75-81-87-93 

P1 53.50' 03-09-15-21-
27-33-39-45-
51-57-63-69-
75-81-87-93 

P2 46.50' 06-18-3lJ..42· 
54-66-78-90 

P3 39.50' 03-09-15-21-
27-33-39-45-
51-57-63-69-
75-81-87-93 
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UNITED STATES FACETERS GUILD 

Application for Membership 

December, 2002 l 

The USFG is open to faceters everywhere. Our primary goal is to improve the art and science of faceting 
through our newsletter and correspondence. Our secondary goal is to improve competitions and competition 
rules, both in the U.S. and internationally. Officers are elected every two years for 2 year terms; 1998 begins 
with new officers. Issues are voted on by mail. Members receive our Quarterly Newsletter, usually containing 
about 20 pages each, and the right to participate in the USFG activities. New members receive a copy of our 
Constitution upon request. 

Name: Mr. __ Mrs. __ Ms.__ _ ____________ Date. ______ � 

Street Address __________________ Telephone ______ � 

City, State, Zip----------------------------� 
I am a faceter I am interested in becoming a faceter ___________ ., 

How long have you been faceting?---------------------� 

I compete or have competed at the following levels: 

Junior ____ Novice. ___ �Intermediate_Advanced ___ Master ______ __, 

I do not wish to compete __ . 

I have a display case __ l2 stones __ 20+ stones __ Educational __ Other ____ � 

Which machine do you cut with? ______________________ ., 

Do you cut commercially? Yes __ No __ Are you a gemstone dealer? Yes __ No __ . 

Do you need help with, or information about, your type of machine? Yes No ___ _., 

Have you judged in competitions? Yes __ No __ Interested in judging? Yes __ No __ . 

Have you given talks or written articles on faceting? Yes _ _  No __ . 

E-mail address if applicable _______________________ __, 

Are you a member of the Faceters Digest? Yes _ _  No __ 

Do you belong to other faceting guilds? Yes _ _  No _ _  lf Yes, please list below: 

Are you interested in serving as a USFG officer? __ . If so, please list below: 

Special talents or interests to share? Please list below: 

Enclosed is my check for $18 (U.S.) for 1 year membership in USFG __________ . 
$21 (Canada), $23 (Overseas) 

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: DON DUNN 
MAIL THIS FORM PLUS CHECK TO: Don Dunn, 993 Renown Rd. 

Rev. 8-98 

Dayton, OH 45430-1112 
Telephone: (937) 426-5112 
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